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City & Village Tours was founded in
1988 to provide creative & original
itineraries for groups who like to see
a lot without walking too far.
We always provide the best guides.
Our team of top notch Blue Badge
Guides have worked with each other
for up to 30 years and they help to
train our newest guides to deliver
the highest standards in our industry.
Free colour posters for day trips and
free colour mini-brochures for our
short break SleepOvers to help you
get your trips off the ground.
Refundable deposits mean that you
don’t have to risk a penny of your
members money and we also make
generous refunds for individuals
who miss your day trips.
For your peace of mind and in
compliance with English law all
SleepOvers come with 100%
Passenger Payment Protection.
We also include free Group Travel
Organiser Liability Insurance.
The good ideas start at City & Village
Tours. All of our new itineraries are
generated in house and are subject
to an unparalleled quality control
born of three decades of experience.
You are not the guinea pig!
Winner of 17 National Awards for
Best Guided Tours & Best Overall
Group Supplier. Not linked to
advertising spend but each one
a genuine award voted for by
Group Travel Organisers.
Looking forward to talking to you.
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how to
book
We’ve always believed that there is a
special place in Heaven for people who
give freely of their time to organise trips
for their groups. So the least we can do
is aim to make booking your trips with
us as simple and stress free as possible.
Our flexible booking terms help protect
you against losing group money paid as
deposits and we refund every penny we
can for members who aren’t able to take
their place on a trip come the day.
And, for your peace of mind, when you
book a SleepOver with us we provide
you with free Group Travel Organiser
Liability Insurance.

Minimum Numbers Day Trips
The day trip minimum is 30 people with
the 40th place on each tour given as a
complimentary organiser place. If you
fall below 30 people for a day trip you
can still go ahead with the booking if you
are prepared to pay for the empty places
net of admissions, lunches etc.

Min Numbers Tickets Please
Tickets Please packages are combinations
of visits, lunches, cruises etc which do not
include a tour guide e.g. theatre matinée
and hotel carvery. Minimum numbers
vary according to the package and are
generally lower than guided tours.

Minimum Numbers SleepOvers
Minimum number for SleepOvers is 25
people and this always includes two free
places, one for the group organiser
including all admissions, boat and train
fares, day trip lunches and tours etc and
one for your coach driver including bed
and board and overnight parking.

The Walking Content of Your
Day Trip or SleepOver
All day trips are rated on a 1-6 scale
where each unit represents 400 metres
(440 yards) - once around an Olympic
running track. For SleepOvers we will
always tailor the included sightseeing
itineraries to suit your members.
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SleepOvers

Day Trips
Day One: Call To Make A
Provisional Reservation
Call us to book your day trip. We will hold
a booking without deposit for two weeks
while you book a single deck coach with a
working microphone and a reserved front
seat for the tour guide. Give your coach
operator the tour mileage shown in the
coach symbol on each tour description
for the most competitive quote.

Day Fourteen : Pay The
Refundable Deposit of £25
After 14 days, in order for us to continue
to hold your booking safe while you sign
up group members, we require a deposit
of £25.00. The deposit is refundable in
full right up to seven days before the trip.
One or two trips have a 14 or 30 day
cancellation period – we’ll make this
clear on your booking confirmation.

Between Thirty & Seven
Days Before Your Trip
Your booking confirmation shows the
date that the final balance is due. This will
be between 30 and 7 days before the date
of the trip. If you do not pay by this time
we reserve the right to cancel your outing
but we’ll always call you to make sure it
isn’t an oversight. Remember the 40th
place on day trips is always a free place.

7 Days before Your Trip
On receipt of the balance of payment
we’ll write to your coach company with
the driver itinerary. We’ll send you a copy
of this document. This includes the guide’s
mobile telephone number for use on the
day of the trip only please. Any queries
about your trip should still be directed
to this office on 0208 692 1133.

Day Trip Refunds
As long the group on the day does not
fall below the minimum of 30 we will
refund the individual tour price less any
admissions for which we are unable to
obtain a refund. We deduct a one off
administrative fee of £5.00 per refund
whether it is for one or more people.

Day One: Initial Reservation
Reserve a SleepOver with a £100 group
deposit which is refundable in full right
up to 120 days before the departure date.
Book your own coach or ask for a quote
including coaching. We can book your
favourite coach company and driver to
bring every penny of your member’s
money under the one umbrella of our
100% Passenger Payment Protection and
you’ll benefit from additional free places.
Once you’ve paid the £100 deposit we’ll
make 4-page colour mini-brochures for
your members describing the trip in detail
with information about the hotel and day
trips and lots of lovely photographs.

120 Days: Individual Deposits
120 days before the trip if you do not
wish to proceed your deposit will be
refunded in full. To go ahead we’ll now
ask for individual deposits of £50pp
for SleepOvers up to £300pp in value or
£100pp for a SleepOver over £300pp.
If any individual cancels from now up
to 60 days before the holiday when the
balance falls due we will refund their
deposit less an admin charge of £5pp so
long as 25 people remain on the booking.

60 Days Before Departure:
Paying the balance
The final balance is due 60 days before
the starting date of the tour. Late comers
are welcome after this time subject to
availability and receipt of payment in full.

59-8 Days Before Departure:
Cancellations
Some refunds may be available and are
limited to admission fees, boat and train
fares and day trip lunches. Theatre ticket
refunds can be made up until 42 days
before the performance date.

Less Than 7 Days Before
Departure Date
No refunds are available.

Rooming Lists & Final Names
The rooming list is required with final
payment but names and tour payments
are transferable between individuals
right up to the date of departure subject
to an admin fee of £25 per amendment.
For SleepOvers booked less than 120 days
before departure date individual deposits
will be required at the time of booking.
For SleepOvers booked less than 60 days
before the departure date full payment
will be required at the time of booking.
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100% Passenger Payment Protection
City & Village Tours is a company trading since
1988. We are committed to customer satisfaction
and consumer financial protection. At no extra
cost to you and in accordance with The Package
Travel, Package Tours Regulations 1992 all
passengers booking holidays with City & Village
Tours are fully insured for the initial deposits and
subsequently the balance of monies detailed in
your written booking confirmation. The policy
also includes repatriation if required arising
from the cancellation or curtailment of your
travel arrangements due to the insolvency of
City & Village Tours Limited.

Free Group Travel Organiser
Liability Insurance for all SleepOvers
For your peace of mind free Group Travel Organiser
Liability Insurance for up to £5 million is included
every time you book a SleepOver package with
City & Village Tours.
This insurance has been arranged by Towergate
Chapman Stevens through Zurich Insurance PLC.

This ABTA approved insurance has been arranged
by Towergate Chapman Stevens through Zurich
Insurance PLC.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019
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City & Village Tours
Founded in 1988

Winner of 17 National Awards
for Best Guided Tours &
Best Overall Group Supplier
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A team of top notch Blue Badge Guides
who have worked with each other for
up to 30 years and who help to train
our newest guides to deliver the highest
standards in our industry.

Creative & Original Itineraries
for Groups Who Like to See a
Lot Without Walking Too Far

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019
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City & Village Tours
PRESENTS

The Strictly Tea Dance
Every Wednesday
in the Royal Docks in London’s East End

Hosted by Chris Wheeler
Comedian & Impressionist
with a Professional Ballroom
& Latin Dance Couple
Part Show, Part Get Up & Dance
100% Fun

An Impressive Afternoon Tea
Endless pots of tea
Cash Bar
Noon to 3.30pm
Miss the rush hour at both ends
Free Coach Parking
Minimum 25 people

CALL 0208 692 1133
info@cityandvillagetours.com
www.cityandvillagetours.com

Kings, queens, statesmen and
soldiers. Poets, priests, heroes and
villains. Westminster Abbey is a living
pageant of British history. The Abbey
has been the coronation church
since 1066, has seen the weddings of
sixteen Kings & Queens, is the final
resting place of seventeen monarchs
and contains memorials to some of
our greatest citizens.
Groups can only visit the Abbey
with a Blue Badge Guide so make
it a top notch City & Village Tours
Blue Badge guide. All of our London
guides have studied in depth for the
very exacting Westminster Abbey
exams - so you can request your
favourite guide to join you for a very
memorable day out.
Arrive at 10.30am for time to buy
morning refreshments. This is a day
to do full justice to the Abbey so we’ll
split your group in half - each for a
morning and afternoon activity: an
in depth guided tour of Westminster
Abbey with the guide and a period of
free time to explore two other unique
and important institutions within
eyesight of the Abbey.

and the Tomb of the Unknown
Warrior to Poets Corner and the
sublimely beautiful fan vaulted
ceiling of the Henry VIII chapel
where the banners of the Knights
and Dames Grand Cross of The Most
Honourable Order of the Bath hang.
See how the mediaeval architects
created a theatre for coronations
and discover some of the Abbeys
most curious secrets.
For the other half of your day
you’ll be free to visit St Margaret’s
Westminster established by the
Benedictine Monks alongside their
Abbey to look after the spiritual
needs of the people. Today it serves
as the Parish Church of Parliament.
Opposite the Abbey is the Supreme
Court - the highest court in the land
set up to replace the Law Lords and
much in the news of late with the
Brexit appeals. You could even lobby
your MP! You certainly aren’t going
to be short of things to do. There will
be time at the end of the afternoon
to buy refreshments before making
tracks for home at 4.15pm
comfortably ahead of the rush hour.

Our Abbey tour will take you from
the Shrine of Edward the Confessor

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

BRAND NEW
CORONATIONS &
CELEBRATIONS

Adults: £34 Seniors: £30
Available Mon to Fri all year
The Abbey can be very busy so
we would always recommend
coming out of main tourist
season and school holidays
if possible but whenever you
come you will not have to
queue to get in.
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BRAND NEW
A Suffolk
SYMPHONY

Adults & Seniors: £32
Available weekdays only.
Aim for a Monday if you can
No tours 9-25 June during
the Aldeburgh Festival
Maximum 48 people on
this tour please. We can’t
take the coach right up to
Britten’s Red House (which
is why he moved there!) so
the visit includes a pleasant
five minute stroll along the
lane. A car transfer can be
arranged for two or three
people on Mondays.
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This is a good stand alone day or
a very entertaining follow up for
groups who have enjoyed our Suffolk
Coastal Tour giving, as it does, time
to really explore the coastal town of
Aldeburgh along with visits to Snape
Maltings and Sir Benjamin Britten’s
beloved Red House. The theme
carried through the day is the life and
work of the composer but a particular
interest in Britten is not essential to
the enjoyment of the day but it gives
us a splendid hook to discover some
very beautiful places. Throughout the
whole day you are in the company
of an expert and entertaining Blue
Badge guide.
We’ll begin at Snape Maltings at
10.30am for morning refreshments
(included). In the 1960s Britten and
his partner the tenor Peter Pears fell
in love with this striking complex of
brick and slate buildings and within
the largest malthouse they created
one of the finest concert halls in the
world. Today this is an artistic haven
set against a breathtaking natural
backdrop of reeds, mashes, sea and
big, big skies. We’ll visit the concert
hall which is used year round and
which forms the very heart of the
annual Aldeburgh Festival.

From Snape we head by coach to
Aldeburgh where pastel-coloured
Victorian holiday villas line the
promenade and fishermen still sell
their daily catch from huts on the
pebbled beach. We’re here for free
time to buy lunch - there’s a good
selection to choose from or bring
a packed lunch. We also take in
two wonderful works of art that
commemorate the life and work of
Benjamin Britten: Maggi Hambling’s
twelve foot tall scallop on the beach
and the John Piper window in the
local church where Britten and
Pears are buried.
In the afternoon we visit the house
that Britten and Pears shared for
the last two decades of their lives.
The home has been laid out as a
charmingly informal snapshot of life
at Snape in the mid sixties and is
as though the pair had just stepped
out for a moment. Visit Britten’s
studio created from a hayloft where
he wrote the War Requiem and the
elegant library housed in an old barn.
You could even tap a croquet ball or
two in the gardens before we come
together for a cup of tea (included)
getting us ready to start the drive
home at 4.45pm.
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Today we a explore a lesser-known
London district with a very important
place in the history of our nation.
We tell the story of posting a letter
from earliest times to the coming of
the GPO, visit the brand new Postal
Museum and take a ride on the Mail
Rail beneath the streets of London.
Meet our expert Blue Badge guide
for morning refreshments included in
the tour fee at a City pub at 10.30am.
We will tailor the morning walking to
suit your group. We can do the whole
morning on foot or we can start off
on foot but finish by coach.
We will seek out visible reminders
of our postal history from the inns
where the mail coaches called with
their scarlet clad, blunderbuss
wielding guards to the coffee
houses that were part of the Penny
Post network. We use eyewitness
accounts from such as Mendelssohn
and Samuel Taylor Coleridge and
recount tales of drunken poaching
mailmen, corrupt politicians, the
Victorian internet and a canny
public utterly determined to avoid
paying for their post. It’s a cracking
tale. We’ll practice blowing our mail
horn and follow the visual clues of
old parish markings, street signs,

property marks and shop signs to
deliver our Penny Post letters from
the time before house numbers or
postcodes. We’ll look at how the
GPO added to the landscape of
street furniture alongside the
existing bollards and milestones,
cattle troughs and stink pipes as
we wend our way from pillar to post.
Free time for lunch today in Exmouth
Market where there’s a thriving
lunchtime food market (and a secret
park full of benches) alongside
traditional pubs and cafés.
In the afternoon we visit the brand
new state of the art Postal Museum
to enjoy an incredible collection
spanning five centuries and covering
everything from ground breaking
design and quirky technology to the
intimacy of personal letters.
During the afternoon we’ll also ride
the hidden tunnels of the Mail Rail a unique piece of industrial heritage
that kept the capital’s communication
network flowing for over 75 years.
There’s time to buy refreshments
before heading home at 4.30pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

Best Seller
THE PEOPLE’S
POST

Adults & Seniors: £32
Available weekdays except
School Holidays
You can do this day without a
coach - meeting and finishing
at a tube station.
We will arrange the walking to
suit your group. It can be similar
to the average distance covered
in a 90-minute tour by the
walking tour companies or
if you’ve a few sticks to cater
for we can strip that back to a
few hundred yards and pair it
up with a bit of a coach tour.
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Now here’s a novel day out for an
adventurous and fun loving group
who enjoy a bit of a laugh. Based
in the beautiful Cinque Port town
of Hythe in Kent this is a hunt for
antique treasure framed by morning
refreshments and a two-course
lunch. The challenge is to scour the
antique and bric-a-brac emporia and
charity shops on the compact High
Street searching for the best finds.
You’ll return to the pub with your
finds for a two-course lunch followed
by a judging session over coffee with
entertaining TV antiques experts
Alison Chapman or Michael Hogben
Please aim to arrive in Hythe,
Kent at 10.30am to start the day
with morning coffee and biscuits
(included) over which our TV
antiques expert joins you for a
team briefing and some top tips.
Alison is best known for her
regular appearances on television
programmes including Secret Dealers
and David Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Kent auctioneer Michael featured
in Bargain Hunt.
Each member of your group will be
given a crisp ten pound note and can
opt to play the game solo or team up
with one or as many people as they

choose and pool their money. Within
a stone’s throw of the pub, is an
antiques emporium with more than
25 traders dealing in antiques and
collectables. Within a five-minute
walk there are also half a dozen other
antiques and bric-a-brac shops plus
a dozen charity shops. How well will
your team do under pressure?
You’ll gather back at the pub for a
leisurely two course lunch. There’s
no need to pre-order anything,
when you arrive in the morning your
members will be able to choose their
lunch from a menu selection that
will always include gluten free and
vegetarian options. Just let us know
if anyone has very particular or
complex dietary requirements so
that we can cater.
After lunch, over coffee, our telly
antiques expert will return for an
entertaining evaluation of your finds.
If no one has managed to discover
a priceless Ming vase, the winner
will be chosen on the basis of most
unusual object, most aesthetically
pleasing junk or the find that the
expert thinks would sell for the best
profit. There’s a prize for the winner

You’ll be ready to head home at 3.00pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

BRAND NEW
FINDERS KEEPERS
AN ANTIQUES
CHALLENGE
Adults & Seniors: £49

Includes morning coffee &
biscuits, two-course lunch
with coffee & ten pounds per
person to spend
Available Fridays all year
except December

1
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BRAND NEW
the sussex
coastal art
trail
Adults & Seniors: £25pp
Available Tuesday to Sundays
all year and both of the May
Bank Holidays.

2
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Join us for an exciting cultural
adventure on the Sussex Coast.
During an inspiring day we look
back at tradition and history but
we also look forward at how artistic
and creative endeavours are bringing
about a renaissance. From the
Towner Art Gallery at Eastbourne
to the De La Warr Pavilion by the
sea in genteel Bexhill-on-Sea and
on to Hastings Old Town - still home
to the largest beach launched fishing
fleet in Europe and now home to
the wonderful and award winning
Jerwood Art Gallery.
We begin in Eastbourne at 10.30am
with time to buy morning coffee
before delving into the Towner
Collection of modern British art.
It began with a bequest of Victorian
paintings and grew with acquisitions
of Sussex landscapes. Today the
Towner features a cross-section
of important 20th century British
artists including Edward Bawden,
Henry Moore, Paul Nash and Eric
Ravilious. Contemporary artists
include Julian Opie and Grayson
Perry. Spend some time with the
guide and a little on your own
exploring the collection before
we move on.

We’ll drive along the coast to Bexhill
for time to buy lunch in and around
the De La Warr Pavilion. The cultural
rebirth of the Sussex coast began
right here with this modernist
building back in the 1930s. Take to
the roof for views over the channel
and along the coast to Beachy Head.
Next an exhilarating coach tour
along the coast through St Leonards
where the grand regency buildings
are emerging from years of decline
and forming the backdrop to an
influx of artsy types creating a sort
of Portobello-on-Sea. Arriving in
Hastings we step down to see the
Old Town which includes the Stade
fishing beach with cartoonishly tall
black fishing net sheds and visit the
seafront Jerwood Gallery.
The first purchase was From my
Window at Ditchling by Sir Frank
Brangwyn and over 20 years it has
grown to include nearly 250 works
focusing on art created between
the First World War and the 1960s.
Great British artists on display here
include Sir Stanley Spencer, Lowry,
Walter Sickert, Augustus John and
Maggi Hambling. Tour with the guide
and explore on your own. Time to buy
tea before heading home at 4.45pm.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Syon House, home to the Dukes of
Northumberland, is the last ducal
residence to survive in the Greater
London area. This magnificent house
full of great paintings and furniture
is perhaps the finest Robert Adam
interior in the country. For hundreds
of years Richmond has been a
favourite retreat of royalty, the
rich and the famous. Combine our
entertaining Blue Badge guided tour
of Syon House and visit to Richmond
with an exploration of a part of
well heeled West London known in
Georgian times as London’s Arcadia.
Meet the Blue Badge guide in
Richmond at 10.30am to purchase
morning refreshments. Richmond
was named by Henry VII for his
favourite Earldom in Yorkshire.
A gateway of the Tudor Palace still
remains on Richmond Green once the
scene of tournaments and pageants
and today surrounded by elegant
period houses. Enjoy a gentle stroll
to appreciate the timeless charm of
this elegant Thames side town. It’s
a great place for lunch and browsing
too with plenty of pubs and cafés.
During the 18th century, an Arcadia
or “idyllic pastoral landscape”
was created along the Thames to

the West of London. Magnificent
Royal and aristocratic palaces,
gardens and parks were linked
by a series of avenues and all set
within a framework of meadows and
woodland. Our Arcadian coach tour
includes the only view in the UK
protected by an Act of Parliament
and some beautiful houses including
Noel Coward’s childhood home
At Syon House the grand scale and
splendour of the interiors resembles
the Imperial Rome of a Hollywood
epic. The vivid Red Drawing Room
displays Cipriani’s incredible painted
ceiling of 239 medallions but Adam’s
true genius is revealed in the 136ft
Long Gallery where the original
Jacobean wood panelling was
replaced by delicate plasterwork and
“finished in a style to afford variety and
amusement especially for the ladies”.
From the eleven windows there is a
spectacular view over the last tidal
water-meadow on the River Thames.
Syon House is a popular film location
so you may recognise rooms from the
BBC drama “The Lost Prince” or the
acclaimed film “Gosford Park”.
There’s a café next to the house for
tea before heading home at 4.45pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

BRAND NEW
Syon House &
London’s
Arcadia
Adults: £28 Seniors: £27
Available Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Sundays and May
Bank Holiday Mondays from
12 March to 28 October 2018.
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PORTSMOUTH
Adults & Seniors: £22.00
Too far for a day trip?
Winchester & Portsmouth SleepOver
2-nights dinner, bed & breakfast at
the excellent and recently
refurbished 3* Royal Maritime
Hotel just 200 yards from the Royal
Dockyard.
Day One: Blue Badge Guide
Winchester inc the Cathedral, Meon
Valley and check in.
Day Two: Full day Blue Badge Guide

Panoramic Portsmouth Southwick
& the Brewhouse, Old Portsmouth,
Gunwharf Quays free time for lunch and
The Mary Rose in the Historic Dockyard.
Day Three: Free time after checkout
Inc 10 single rooms without supplement,
free organiser place, all admissions.

2
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This cracking day out in Portsmouth,
of equal interest to men and women,
is available all year. We visit Fort
Nelson, part of the Royal Armouries
and the ‘D-Day village’, beautiful Old
Portsmouth and take a jolly cruise
around the harbour to see which
ships are in port.
Meet the Blue Badge Guide at
10.30am at Fort Nelson, just
outside Portsmouth, to buy morning
refreshments. Fort Nelson is one
of five Palmerston Forts built on
the summit of Portsdown Hill
overlooking the Dockyard to guard
it from French attack. Now part of
the Royal Armouries there are great
views over the city.
Next to Southwick - an unusual
village of thatched cottages occupied
entirely by tenants of the manor
in the way of the middle ages. The
manor and village were requisitioned
during WWII and the plans for D-Day
were drawn up here by Generals
Eisenhower and Montgomery.

Our afternoon begins with a sailor’s
eye view of the Historic Dockyard
and the warships of the modern
Royal Navy on an entertaining
45 minute Ships in Port Harbour tour.
We might see the immense new
aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth
in her home port.
To round off a very memorable day
out we are going to visit the rather
handsome conservation area of Old
Portsmouth to gaze out to sea from
the Hot Walls where sweethearts
have shed tears for departing lovers
for hundreds of years.
There will be time at the end of the
afternoon to buy refreshments (and
even take a peek inside Portsmouth’s
compact cathedral) before heading
home at 4.45pm.
This Day Is Also Available With A
Visit To The Mary Rose Museum In
The Historic Dockyard - please ask
for details

We stop at Gunwharf Quay for free
time for lunch. There’s lots of choice
here and some interesting shopping.
If you prefer we can pre-book a group
lunch, just let us know.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Every Tuesday in 2018 £25pp inc food

The Cockney Matinees

On Board the Tereza-Joanne in the East End Royal Docks

Every Tuesday in 2018
Arrive London Royal Docks: 12.00pm
Lunch & Full Show with Interval
Depart 3.30pm
Free coach parking on site
Miss the rush hour at both ends

A warm hearted show with absolutely no bad language

An Afternoon of Cockney
Entertainment

Starring Gordon Bennett - a one man
Cockney entertainer - Chas & Dave meets
Max Bygraves with a dash of Max Miller.
Keyboard, ukulele and of course the Cockney
spoons with sing-a-longs, comedy and dancing.
A Right Old Cockney Knees Up
to send your folk home with a smile.
“my group really enjoyed it & to see them get up and dance was marvellous”

Includes Chicken & Chips, Goujons of
Fish & Chips or a vegetarian option in a Basket

Cash Bar

£25.00pp

Inc Show & Food
COCKNEY MATINEE

Level access & moored boat
Free on site coach parking & driver meal

Minimum 25 people

Call: 0208 692 1133

“Everyone had a great time” Karen Kirby, Kirby’s Coaches

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019
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GHOSTS OF THE
ROMNEY MARSH
pub tour
Adults & Seniors: £26pp
Available daily all year.
Sunset Times mid months 2018
March
6.11pm
April
7.58pm
May
8.54pm
June
9.21pm
July
9.11pm
August
8.15pm
September
7.15pm
October
5.55pm
November
4.07pm
There are more new half day
and evening tours on pages
66 & 67.
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The Romney Marsh is a remote and
mysterious place - a landscape of
wide horizons dotted with small
villages, ancient churches and some
lovely old pubs beneath huge starry
skies. With the sea lapping its shores
this was a big smuggling area - it is
even suggested that smuggling began
on the Romney Marsh. And where
there are smugglers there are ghost
stories to explain those mysterious
bumps in the night and keep people
indoors and out of the way!
Enjoy an afternoon or evening coach
tour full of ghosts, smugglers and the
mysteries of the Marsh with visits to
two ancient country pubs followed
by fish & chips at the famous Pilot
Inn at Dungeness. Discover the
swashbuckling Dr Syn - by day the
local vicar, by night the smuggling
Scarecrow and find out why you must
always protect yourself from witches
by smashing your egg shells.
Timings and start points are arranged
to suit you. For example meet the
Blue Badge guide for a drink at the
first pub at 3.00pm enjoy a very
entertaining tour of the mysterious
Romney Marsh stopping midway at
another old pub and finish up with
fish & chips at the famous Pilot Inn

at Dungeness at 6.00pm ready to
go home an hour later. So four hours
from start to finish. Start at 4.00pm,
go home at 8.00pm, start at 6pm and
go home at 10.00pm etc.
We’ve been taking groups to The
Pilot Inn at Dungeness for over
twenty years and although the pub
has changed hands three times in
that time the fish & chips have always
been tip top. The last owners spent
a whopping £50,000 installing brand
new state of the art deep fat fryers
of the type you find in the best fish
& chip shops which means that the
kitchen can turn out beautifully
fried fish from fishing fleets along
the South coast for fifty people
without any delay.
And is it haunted? Of course it is!
The first Pilot pub was built from
the timbers of a Spanish ship
deliberately wrecked and looted
for its cargo of brandy. The fish &
chips are fabulous - just don’t go
to the loo on your own!

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Enjoy a day in Darling Buds of May
country with a country coach tour
and a visit to Pluckley, free time for
lunch in Tenterden and an afternoon
visit to the sublime gardens at Hole
Park or Sissinghurst Castle.
Meet the Blue Badge guide not far
from Ashford on the M20 at 10.30am
for morning coffee included in the
tour fee. This is the part of Kent
where the Darling Buds of May
author HE Bates came to live in the
1930s. Bates’ great achievement as
a writer was his ability to “put the
English countryside down on paper”.
His best known creation was Pop
Larkin – the Cockney-Kent farmer
come wheeler dealer who loves his
big family and flips the class system
on its head with his benevolent
kindness to the gentry who find
themselves down on their luck after
a war that has served Pa very well
thank you very much.
Nearly all of the action is based in
and around the untouched gem of a
village Pluckley through whose tiny
heart we take a gentle stroll to find
the homes of Miss Pilchester and the
Brigadier and ponder why this village
of barely 1000 living souls should be

the most haunted village in England.
A scenic drive takes us to Tenterden
– the Jewel of the Weald. There’s
time to explore and choose a spot for
lunch in this charming and affluent
town arranged around a broad High
Street lined with attractive houses
that span many centuries.

BRAND NEW
Darling Buds
of
May Country

Choose your afternoon visit:
Hope Park Gardens - wonderful
carpets of bluebells, daffodils,
camellias, wisteria, magnolia and far
reaching views over the picturesque
Kentish Weald. There is a café on
site. You’ll head home at 4.45pm.
Sissinghurst Castle Gardens – the
most famous 20th century gardens in
England created in the Arts & Crafts
style by the poly-amorous couple
Nigel Nicholson and daughter of
Knole Park Vita Sackville-West.
Café on site, head home at 4.45pm.
When the famous White Garden is
at its peak in June the gardens are
very busy so why not start your day
with a midday lunch at Pluckley and
have the gardens almost completely
to yourselves and in a beautiful light
until closing time at 5.30pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

With Sissinghurst Castle Gardens

Daily except Wednesdays April
to the end of September.
Adults & Seniors: £30

Come for a midday start and
add lunch at Pluckley from
£12pp.
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The Marsh
churches &
MRS TERRY’S House

Adults & Seniors: £28pp
Includes a donation of £1pp
for each church.
Come Wednesdays from
March to the end of
September.

1
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Today we visit three mediaeval marsh
churches and, on the very edge of the
marsh, step back into the flamboyant
world of Ellen Terry - the greatest
actress of the Victorian stage.
The World, according to the best
geographers, is divided into Europe, Asia,
Africa, America, and Romney Marsh.

So wrote the Victorian humourist
Richard Harris Barham, who, as a
one time Romney March Rector
knew the uncanny other worldliness
of the Romney Marsh where, when
the monks of Canterbury were done
reclaiming the land from the sea
built more churches than could ever
be needed by the sparse population
who lived there tending their sheep.
As though it took the solid stone of
these tiny churches to chase away
the witches and ghosts.
Meet at 10.30am in picture postcard
Appledore for time to buy morning
coffee. Visit three Marsh churches in
the morning including the remarkable
Church of St Thomas a Becket
alone in the fields at Fairfield, its
village long gone. The church, still
unconnected to the grid and lit for
services by candles preserves its
Georgian interior with a three decker

pulpit, texts boards and box pews
painted white with black linings.
Bring a picnic lunch today to enjoy
in the garden or on rainy days in the
barn theatre at Smallhythe Place
where you can buy drinks and cakes
in the tea room to go with.
Ellen Terry first fell in love with
Smallhythe Place when she rode by
in a pony and trap. She left a card
asking to be contacted if it were ever
for sale which led to 30 blissful years
in this Tudor master shipbuilder’s
house nestled in Kent countryside
long estranged from the retreating
sea. Her suffragette daughter Edy
lived in a ménage-a-trois at the
bottom of the garden.
Discover the wonderful house that
Ellen Terry loved. A house bursting
with theatrical artefacts including
the extraordinary Lady Macbeth
gown shimmering with the iridescent
wings of 1,000 beetles. Wander
through the orchards to Edy’s writing
shed by the old church where she
lies buried with her ladies and return
to the rustic garden cafe to buy tea
before we head home at 4.45pm.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

London is the most haunted city
in the world. Once called the “City
of Gallows” visitors had to pass
a hanged man at every gate. We
seek out ghosts, gangsters and the
mystery of Jack the Ripper.
Expect goosebumps and giggles.
Meet the Blue Badge guide on
Whitehall at 10.30am for morning
coffee and biscuits (included). We
slip into St James’s Park to begin a
morning on foot telling the story of
crimes and punishments, ministerial
ghosts, spies and intrigues. In
Parliament Square we discover the
best way to preserve a head on a
spike and learn the dreadful fate of
the man who tried to rob the Abbey
treasury. We break to buy lunch
in Parliament Square – there’s the
good value café in the Westminster
Central Hall plus free time to look
inside the highest court in the
land – the Supreme Court.
In the afternoon by coach we head
through the Old Square Mile via
Sweeney Todd’s Fleet Street to
the East End of the Kray Twins. In
Victorian times life was cheap here
and murder not uncommon. But
one murderer has left an indelible
mark on our national conscience

– a murderer neither caught nor
identified but known the world over
as Jack the Ripper. We tell the story
in the context of the East End’s social
history. We tell the personal stories
of the victims in the Victorian slums.
A life of lodging houses and hovels
paying a few coppers to sleep leaning
against a rope – “so tired I could sleep
on a clothes line”. To experience the
daily horrors of this hand to mouth
existence would utterly terrify
us today even without the toll of
ghastly murders. The Ripper murders
coincided with the rise of the “penny
dreadful” and magazines like Tit-Bits,
designed to offer tit-bits of news
to the newly literate poor. Nothing
is new - bad news sold and scary,
gruesome bad news sold best of all.

GHOSTS,
GALLOWS &
GANGSTERS

Adults & Seniors: £19
Available daily all year.
The Supreme Court is open
Monday to Friday.

We’ll stop to buy tea in Spitalfields
or you might choose a pint of ale or
a large gin at the Ten Bells where the
Ripper victims drank. You’ll be ready
to head home at 4.15pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019
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Views
and Vistas

Adults: £32.50 Seniors: £30
Without the i360: £19
Available daily throughout
the year. Please avoid school
holidays.
Add a two-course lunch with
coffee on the seafront in
Brighton for £13pp
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Enjoy a day of beautiful Views
& Vistas on the swooping South
including the Devil’s Dyke with
a visit to cliff top Lewes and, the
crowning glory of the day - the new
Brighton i360. Created by the couple
who designed the London Eye this
isn’t a wheel, it is the world’s first
vertical cable car on the beach near
the West Pier. You glide to the top at
450 feet in a futuristic glass viewing
pod with 360 degree views.
Meet the Blue Badge Tour guide
at 10.30am en route to Lewes - the
county town of Sussex. We drive
to the very top of this handsome
market town for time to buy morning
refreshments followed by a little flat
stroll seeing the Norman castle and
Virginia Wolf’s holiday home - all
without taxing the legs.
Next by coach to enjoy magnificent
panoramas at the legendary beauty
spot of Devil’s Dyke - the longest,
deepest and widest dry valley in the
UK. It was either built by the Devil
to drown the irksome parishioners
of the Weald or it was carved out
during the last ice age some 10,000
years ago. Take your pick! John
Constable, who knew a bit about
landscapes, described this as: the

grandest view in the world. We get
off the coach to stretch our legs and
take in the views. And you know
what, even on the foggiest day it’s
quite marvellous up here!
We arrive in Brighton to break for
free time on the seafront to buy
lunch - there’s lots of choice and
interesting shops too. If you want
we can pre-book a two course with
lunch at a seafront hotel for your
group to eat together.
After lunch we are going to glide
silently to a height of 450 feet on
the Brighton i360 - the world’s
tallest moving observation tower
with views along the South coast
and inland to the curve of the Downs.
The aerodynamically designed glass
pod travels up and down the tower
like a vertical cable car. For any
member of the group who doesn’t
fancy it there’s plenty to keep them
occupied along the beach where
there is also a café where, after the
30 minute flight, you can buy tea and
get ready to head home at 4.45pm.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

There’s a real buzz about the new
improved Birmingham – a city of
beautiful squares, greenery and
public art. Visit the extraordinary
new Library of Birmingham, see the
Staffordshire Hoard and take
an entertaining City panorama.
In the afternoon we visit the quirky
Newman Brothers Coffin Works.
Meet the Blue Badge Guide
at 10.30am at the Library of
Birmingham to buy morning
refreshments before exploring
this extraordinary building from
the Elizabethan style Shakespeare
Memorial Room to the garden
terraces with far ranging views
across the city to the countryside.
Next an entertaining and illuminating
coach tour telling the story of the
city of a thousand trades - see the
utopian model village of Bournville
where the Quaker Cadbury family
built their factory and the beautiful
and affluent suburbs where the trees
start and factories were banned.
We arrive at the Birmingham
Museum & Art Gallery for the lunch
break. Choose a nearby pub or cafe
or dine in the beautiful Edwardian
Tea Rooms inside the museum
and enjoy Pre-Raphaelite painting

collection and the Staffordshire
Hoard - the largest collection of
Anglo-Saxon gold and silver ever
found anywhere in the world.

birmingham
- THE CITY OF A

In the afternoon we visit the Coffin
Works!
The Coffin Works in the Jewellery
Quarter - the factory made coffin
furniture (the handles, name plates
and twirly bits) for Churchill and
the Queen Mum. See the original
machinery in action and visit the
shroud room where the ladies used
to joke that they made clothes people
would die for. In the office with old
fashioned ledgers, typewriters and
a Gestetner machine. the Bakelite
telephone periodically rings and a
funeral director calls in to order his
stock. Vintage, atmospheric and fun.
We head home at 4.45pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

THOUSAND TRADES
Monday & Tuesdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £25

Birmingham SleepOvers
Come and stay over for City
sightseeing and the Birmingham
Christmas Market or combine a stay
with visits to Lichfield and the National
Memorial Arboretum.
Call 0208 692 1133 for more
information.
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THE wye valley
& THE ROYAL
FOREST OF DEAN
Adults Seniors: £28
Available daily except
Tuesdays from mid March to
end of October.
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The beautiful Wye Valley is Border
Country, fought over for centuries by
the English and the Welsh. The great
primeval Royal Forest of Dean is a
fairy tale Queen of Forests where
witches live, miners are free and
sheep have badgers. With wonderful
scenery all day, a River Wye Cruise
and tea and homemade shortbread
included in the tour fee this is a great
day for groups who like to see a lot
without walking too far.
Our guide hops on your coach at
the Severn Bridge to drive into the
forest to buy morning refreshments
at 10.30am. The Forest of Dean is
full of myth legend and tradition.
Verderers first introduced by King
Canute to guard the ‘vert’ and the
‘venison’ are still appointed on a
salary of a doe and a buck a year.
They can still impose the death
penalty for poaching but it must
be carried out on a gibbet long
since mislaid so that’s that for
the hangings!
For lunch we visit historic
Monmouth in the heart of the Wye
Valley, the birthplace of Henry
V - the one with the pudding bowl
haircut. Monmouth’s ancient
fortified stone bridge was hopeless

as a defence since enemies need only
roll up their trouser legs and wade
across the river but it’s a thing of
beauty and a pleasant spot to settle
for a bit of otter-spotting. Market
days in Monmouth are Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays.
For the afternoon we’re out on
the water at Symonds Yat to fully
appreciate the beauty of the Wye
Valley. On the attractive all-weather
barge we’ll wind our way through
the picturesque gorge and village.
See if you can spot the peregrine
falcons, kestrels and buzzards on the
limestone cliffs towering above the
boat. After an hour on the water we
return ashore for a peek at a lovely
old church named for the saint said
to have crowned the legendary King
Arthur before retiring for a cream
tea (included in the tour fee) at a
nearby hotel. The day ends here at
4.45pm. We’ll take a direct but scenic
route back to the Severn Bridge,
passing the romantic ruins of
Tintern Abbey.
It’s a five-minute flat walk (approx
300 yards) to the boat and back. For
very poor walkers we can arrange car
transfers at no extra charge to access
the boat if notified in advance.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

This day begins and ends in beautiful
Abingdon-on-Thames where the
mediaeval buildings drip down into
the water – quite unlike any other
Thames side town. With a gentle walk,
a little bit on the coach and a two-hour
country cruise this new tour was a
real crowd-pleaser last year and this
year includes rare access to the ancient
Abingdon Abbey buildings.
Please meet our Blue Badge Guide at
10.30am in the heart of Abingdon,
5 miles south of Oxford. There are
cafés on the open Market Place where
you can buy morning refreshments.
Abingdon has a good claim to be one of
our oldest towns with men and women
living here on the banks of the river
since the Iron Age.
With a wealth of local stories and
traditions like Bun Throwing flat &
compact Abingdon - a town of 200
listed buildings - is an ideal spot for a
gentle town trail. A Benedictine Abbey
was founded here in Saxon times. We
weave our way through the ghosts of
the old Abbey, which was run with all
the brutal efficiency of a modern profit
hungry corporation. We visit the little
church by the gate that the monks built
for the peasants and enjoy rare access
to some of the mediaeval buildings by

the river left behind when Henry VIII’s
men dismantled the Abbey which offer
a fascinating glimpse into the business
life of the monastery, and also include
a small theatre created at the time of
the coronation of our present Queen.
After free time in the centre of town
for lunch a short countryside drive
takes us to the Folly Bridge on the
edge of Oxford to board an Edwardian
cruiser with an all weather cabin and a
glorious open deck for a very pleasant
two-hour cruise downstream through
Christ Church Meadows and through
the beautiful Iffley Lock out past Rose
Island into beautiful open countryside.
We negotiate the deepest lock on
the Thames and pass magnificent
Nuneham House built for the Harcourt
family and saved Downton style by
marriage to an American heiress.
Buy a cake from the rather good cake
shop in Abingdon to bring on board
and enjoy with a cup of tea (although
there are cold drinks and bar drinks
if you prefer) before we moor up by
the curiously octagonal Old Gaol back
in Abingdon where the coach will be
ready to take you home at 4.45pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

Best Seller
abingdon & The
COUNTRY CRUISE

Adults & Seniors: £35
Available daily May to the end
of September 2018

For members who can’t climb the
Abbey steps there is a pretty little
garden they can wait in.
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ADVENTURES IN
metro-land

Adults & Seniors: £36
Includes:
Morning coffee
Buffet Lunch
Top Notch Blue Badge guide
Entrance to Harmondsworth Barn
Entrance to Amersham Museum
Afternoon refreshments
Available Mondays & Tuesdays
only mid April to mid October
What strange architects the British are.
We take an acre of virgin soil, cover
it in concrete, build a house or five
hundred, and then, inch by inch, try
to recreate the beauty we smothered.
Tim Stanley - The Telegraph
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Almost as soon as the Romans built
their wall London began to creep out
towards the surrounding villages.
Our story of urban sprawl begins
in the idyllic village threatened by
Heathrow’s third runway before
venturing out into the Green Belt
and John Betjeman’s Metro-Land
to the handsome Chiltern town of
Old Amersham where the museum
opens just for us. Includes morning
refreshments and a tasty buffet lunch.
We begin at 10.30am with morning
refreshments included at the
wonderful Five Bells pub in a village
whose neighbour was demolished to
build the airport which pinched its
name - Heathrow. Harmondsworth
borders the airport but it’s not on the
flight path so there are no low flying
noisy planes. Instead we find a picture
postcard English village with an old
pub on the village green next to the
12th century church. - so unexpected
it is as though its been moved here
brick by brick as a theme park of
Englishness for visitors who don’t have
time to stray too far from the airport!
Here we find Harmondsworth Old
Barn - the largest timber framed
building in England that John
Betjeman called the Cathedral of

Middlesex. Rarely open to the public
we have exclusive access.
After a buffet lunch back at The Five
Bells we head out into the Green
Belt past Pinewood Studios where,
legend says, the green parakeets came
from. One hundred years ago the
Metropolitan Railway decided to build
houses and create new commuters.
The advertising men coined the phrase
Metro-Land publishing guide books
promoting the good air of the flinty
Chilterns and, with breath-taking
hypocrisy, the men concreting over
the countryside promised fields which
still laugh of golden corn. The hyperbole
worked and Londoners flocked to the
new suburban estates stretching from
Neasden to Amersham.
We finish at the end of the
Metropolitan Line where Old
Amersham survives as an affluent
and handsome Chilterns market town.
The Amersham Museum is opening
out of hours just for us to show
original Metro-land booklets, prints
of posters and related items telling
the story of Metro-land. Tea & biscuits
is included in the tour fee before
heading for home at 4.30pm.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Visit the Upper Adur Valley in West
Sussex - dotted with pretty villages
and beautiful views. Include a very
good hotel carvery meal or opt for free
time to do your own thing for lunch
in lovely Steyning. In the afternoon
we visit one of the most glorious new
gardens in England where we round
off a memorable day out with tea and
home made cake.
Meet our guide at the Old Barn Garden
Centre on the A24, south of Horsham,
at 10.30am to buy morning coffee. The
River Adur, which flows from Henfield
to the sea at Shoreham, was once a
busy trading route enriching the inland
ports of Bramber and Steyning where
sea-going ships moored. Enjoy our
entertaining and scenic coach tour.
From Hilaire Belloc’s Cautionary Tales
for children who slam doors, chew
string and tell lies to Jonathan Creek’s
windmill and how Steyning annoyed
William the Norman so much that he
invaded England! We also discover an
extraordinary and vast country estate
left to return to the wild.
For lunch we alight in the moreish little
town of Steyning - quaint and full of
interesting shops. There are a couple of
pubs and tea rooms to buy lunch.
In the afternoon we’re off to the Sussex

prairies! From a farmhouse in a sleepy
country lane a short path through
a vegetable garden and a dappled
woodland where pigs graze leads to
a rather magical place - the unique
Sussex Prairie Garden. Huge, dazzling
beds are choc full with romantic clouds
of boldly coloured perennials and tall
plants form great swathes of colour.
This joyful kingdom sits in an eight
acre grassy field cradled by the rolling
South Downs. You look up from inside
the bowl, above a ring of mature oaks,
to the Iron Age Fort known as the
Chanctonbury Ring.
The owners spent 12 years working
with the Dutch pioneer of the prairie
style and have made their own
Prairie Garden on the family farm.
After a introduction with one of the
owners you can wander through this
wonderland. Not only are there no
Keep off the Grass signs there are
actually little paths encouraging to
walk into and through the borders!
And, as you might imagine from the
name, it’s all on the flat. There’s local
art on show in the long cosy barn and
tea and delicious home-made cake
included in your tour fee. You’ll be
ready to head home at 4.45pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

sussex prairIe
gardens

Adults & Seniors: £27
Available daily except Tuesdays
from early June to mid October
Add a one-course hotel carvery
lunch with coffee for £11pp.
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John
constables
stour valley
Adults & Seniors: £34
Available Monday to Saturday

1
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John Constable, perhaps the greatest
and most original of the great British
landscape artists was born, lived and
painted in his studio in East Bergholt
and his father owned nearby Flatford
Mill. The tranquil garden at East
Bergholt Place is often referred to
as the Cornish garden in Suffolk. The
tour fee includes morning coffee and
lunch at a fine country pub and a top
notch Blue Badge tour guide.
Please meet the guide at 10.30am
in East Bergholt, birthplace of John
Constable for morning refreshments.
You’ll be coming back to this picture
postcard pub for lunch but first we
will take a short transfer to Flatford
Mill . Of the wide meadows of the
Stour Valley Constable said “I love
every stile and stump, and every
lane”. And if he were with you today,
walking along the peaceful lane
to the mill it wouldn’t look much
different to him than when he
painted it 200 years ago – though he
might ask what became of the elms.
Back in East Bergholt a roast beef
or vegetarian nut roast lunch is
served. Group members can treat
themselves to desserts if they fancy
one on the day.

The garden and arboretum at
East Bergholt Place benefits from
a mild and wonderful woodland
microclimate. The 20-acre Cornish
Garden in Suffolk was laid out a
hundred years ago by the owners
great-grandfather who subscribed
to the plant hunting expeditions of
the Scottish Indiana Jones George
Forrest. With meandering paths
and gentle slopes the garden is
particularly beautiful in the spring
when early displays of snowdrops,
magnolias, rhododendrons and
camellias are followed by the
fritillary and wild flower meadow
but come summer the rambling roses
and hydrangeas come into their own.
Through all seasons the unusual
shrubs and topiary yew hedges
are impressive and in Autumn
when Constable Country takes on
beautiful tones this garden too looks
spectacular as the trees and shrubs
change colour and are covered in
fruit. There’s an excellent specialist
plant centre and café in the Victorian
walled garden. We’ll make tracks
for home at 4.45pm.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Now is the time to visit Portsmouth.
In this beautifully revamped day
we start at an old fort above the
city and enjoy a Portsmouth coach
panorama and a short walk through
Old Portsmouth to see the famous
Hot Walls. After free time for lunch
at Gunwharf Quays where you can
opt to scale the Spinnaker Tower we
visit to the Historic Royal Dockyard
for a full and uninterrupted view
of Henry VIII’s flag ship the Mary
Rose following £5.4m of further
restoration works at the museum.
Fort Nelson is one of five Palmerston
Forts built on the summit of
Portsdown Hill overlooking
Portsmouth in the 1800s to
defend the Dockyard from French
attack. Now part of the Royal
Armouries we begin our day here at
10.30am with time to buy morning
refreshments before enjoying the
breathtaking views that really help
to put the strategic importance of
Portsmouth in Royal Navy history
into perspective. An entertaining
and informative coach panorama
with a local and expert Blue Badge
guide will highlight many famous
connections from Nelson and Kipling,
to HG Wells and Charles Dickens.

We see Conan Doyle’s Southsea,
the city centre and take a fascinating
short stroll in handsome Old
Portsmouth to gaze out to sea from
the Hot Walls where sweethearts
have shed tears for departing lovers
for hundreds of years. We stop
for free time for lunch at vibrant
Gunwharf Quays on the harbour
front where you can opt at individual
cost to take a trip to the top of the
Spinnaker Tower.
Henry VIII’s flagship has undergone
34 years of conservation since it was
raised from the Solent in 1982. The
latest and most important phase is
now complete and the ship which
sank in the Solent in 1545 is now
visible from all nine galleries of this
beautifully designed museum. This
has been called Britain’s Pompeii a snapshot of life on board Henry
VIII’s flag ship that sank 500 years
ago. There’s time to buy tea at the
Dockyard Café and head home at
4.45pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

NEARLY NEW
portsmouth
revisited

Adults: Seniors: POA
Available daily all year
Please note that full payment
is due 14 days out.
Add a fish & chips lunch with
a hot drink in Old Portsmouth
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Jam Busters
We know the traffic can be a nightmare but London is still too good to miss. So play it clever by booking a Jam Buster. Jam
Busters are beautifully revamped and new London day trip itineraries specially designed to save you from getting stuck in
traffic and spending too long on the coach.
Choose one of the following traffic solutions:
•
•

•
•
•

Come at 10.30am but head home between 4.00pm and 4.30pm giving you a good head start on the rush hour.
Aim to arrive in London at 11.45am for an early lunch at midday. This way you miss both your local rush hour and the
London rush hour. You’re also arriving for lunch before the bulk of the office workers break for their lunch at 1.00pm.
You can enjoy the full itinerary and start the journey home on the tail of the London rush hour or play it really clever
and enjoy a fish & chip tea at the end of your tour and go home at 6.30pm when the worse of the traffic has passed.
Come into London on a Saturday or Sunday - the roads really are much quieter.
Come into London on the May or August Bank Holidays - it’s like going back 30 years!
Come into London by train and or tube - we can tailor itineraries to work for groups using public transport.

There are sample Jam Buster itineraries over the next few pages but any of our London trips can be traffic proofed just ask us how.

Don’t throw the baby out with the bath water. Play it clever with a City & Village Tours Jam Buster.

JAM BUSTER
LEGAL LONDON
new

Adults: £25 Seniors: £24
Includes morning coffee &
biscuits but not lunch
£34/£32 inc morning coffee
& biscuits & one course lunch
Midday Start Option
Free time for lunch on arrival
and a fish & chip tea with a hot
drink before heading home
Adults: £34 Seniors: £32
All options are available
weekdays all year except
August and a bit either side
of Easter.
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A best selling tour for nearly thirty
years - more than 100,000 people
have visited Legal London with City
& Village Tours in the company of our
top notch Blue Badge Guides.
The tour can run 10.30am to 4.30pm
or start at midday and head home on
the tail of the rush hour.
Come at 10.30am for morning coffee
included in the tour fee. During the
morning we are on foot to trace
the history and peculiar practices
of English law in an area of London
that remains hidden to most visitors.
We visit Lincoln’s Inn where no one
should ask for whom the bell tolls ,
Staple Inn where wool was weighed
and taxed before the Great Fire and
end up in Carey Street the former
home of the Bankruptcy Courts.
Add a one course pub lunch or have
free time for lunch on Fleet Street
which gives some extra time to
enjoy the RAF church of St Clement
Danes (oranges & lemons say the
bells...) and the ever popular and
rather wonderful Twinings Tea shop London’s oldest retail premises with
the capital’s smallest shop front.
The day includes a short coach tour
to see the Old Bailey and in the
afternoon we visit the Royal Courts

of Justice otherwise known as the
High Court and explore Inner and
Middle Temple where Rumpole of
the Bailey had his chamber. It was in
these atmospheric cobbled lanes that
the BBC filmed their barristers drama
Silk. We go inside the spectacular
round church of the Knights Templar
to see the life size stone tomb effigies
of the fighting monks. The tour fee
includes a suggested donation for the
church.
Time to buy tea on Fleet Street
before heading out of London at
4.15/30pm ahead of the rush hour.
Midday Start Option
Arrive at midday for free time for
lunch. Enjoy all the elements of the
tour as described with a half way
break and at the end of the tour sit
together for fish & chips with a hot
drink in an attractive pub before
heading home at 6.30pm after the
rush hour.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Our Secret London trip is now
entirely based in and around Holland
Park where we remain off the coach
throughout the day. We explore
beautiful, select Holland Park,
have free time for lunch with the
opportunity to explore the brand new
Design Museum in its new home at the
old Commonwealth Institute and visit
spectacular Leighton House.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
Holland Park at 10.30am for time
to buy morning refreshments in one
of the best looking park cafés you’ll
ever come across. Surrounded by
breathtakingly beautiful houses
in one of London’s wealthiest
neighbourhoods. As clean and perfect
as the icing on a wedding cake this is
the most romantic of London’s parks,
easily missed even by Londoners.
The park was once the grounds of a
Jacobean mansion that during the
19th century became a centre of
social and political intrigue where
statesmen like Lord Palmerston mixed
with mad, bad and dangerous to know
Lord Byron. The house was mostly
destroyed during the Blitz but some
of the formal gardens are intact from
the early 1800s. The survival of a large
private country estate in the centre

of the capital until the mid-twentieth
century is quite exceptional. We also
visit some new additions to the estate
like the Kyoto Garden - a tiny pocket
of Japan in a very English setting.
There’s free time to buy lunch or picnic
in the park with the option of taking
yourself into the Design Museum in its
new home, which also has a cafe and
where two free galleries to visit.
In the Victorian period a number of
artists colonised Holland Park: there
were no starving artists in garrets here
– only architect designed studio houses
where well-to-do artists entertained
the cream of high society. None were
as splendid as Leighton House whose
plain brick exterior hides one of
Britain’s most extraordinary interiors.
Every room is a delight but the
breathtaking centrepiece is the Arab
Hall where dazzling gilt mosaic friezes,
intricate tiles and the calming murmur
of a fountain evoke the world of the
Arabian Nights. It is truly astonishing.
In Leighton’s lifetime an invitation to
a soirée “The House Beautiful’ was
considered the ultimate prize.
There will be a little time to buy
refreshments locally before heading
home at 4.30pm.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

JAM BUSTER
SECRET LONDON
** Please note that as from 1 January 2018,
members of the National Trust will not
receive a concessionary rate **

Adults & Seniors: £23*
Available daily except Tuesdays
* Please note that during special
exhibitions at Leighton House an
increased admission price applies
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JAM BUSTER
london’s
burning
& TALES OF THE CITY
Adults & Seniors: £19
Includes afternoon tea & biscuits
in a city church. Add a one course
lunch with coffee for £13pp
Or start midday & enjoy the tour
including a fish & chip tea instead
of tea & biscuits: £32
Available daily all year
Come 10.30am to 4.30pm or
arrive to buy an early lunch at
midday, enjoy an afternoon in
the City finishing with the fish &
chip teas and head home after
the rush hour at 6.30pm.

3
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Today we tell the story of 2000 years
of the Square Mile with the Great
Fire of 1666 as the turning point
in our tales of the City. We are off
the coach throughout the day and
without walking huge distances we
really get to the heart of the matter
with visits to a secret rooftop, the
Guildhall Art Gallery and whenever
possible a beautiful Wren church and
the Great Hall of Guildhall.
Start at St Paul’s Cathedral at
10.30am with time to buy morning
coffee and go home at 4.15pm or
start at midday with free time at
St Paul’s to buy lunch, enjoy all the
elements of the day and finish with a
fish & chip tea going home on the tail
end of the rush hour at 6.30pm.
10.30am to 4.15pm day
After time to buy refreshments in
the Cathedral Crypt we are on foot
to see the only City gate still in the
Square Mile, a secret rooftop with
tremendous views across the city
rooftops and spires and the narrow
lanes of the old city. We will break for
time to buy lunch within the sound of
Bow Bells on Cheapside. After lunch
we focus on Guildhall, the civic and
ceremonial heart of the City.

We visit the Guildhall Art Gallery
which documents London’s
landscape, people and dramatic
history over the past 500 years.
We also see the Roman amphitheatre
where early Londoners sat on tiered
wooden benches in the open air to
watch wild animal fights and the
execution of criminals.
We explain the unique City
government and trace the origins
of the Livery Companies and world
famous Mayoralty. We’ll reveal
ancient customs and traditions and
tell tales of state banquets and the
trials of traitors. Subject to access
on the day (it is after all a working
town hall!) we’ll take you inside the
Great Hall of Guildhall. At the end
of the afternoon we go inside the
Wren Church where the city fathers
worship and sit in the pews with a
cup of tea to round off our day
before heading home at 4.15pm.
If you start with time to buy lunch at
midday we’ll enjoy the walk and visits
as described with a break midway
and then retire to a pub for a fish &
chip tea while the rush hour does
its thing and head home on emptier
roads at 6.30pm.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Blue Badge Guide Martin served in
the Regimental Band of HM Scots
Guards taking part in Changing of
the Guard, Trooping the Colour and
several royal weddings. Sean and
Owen, core members of the City &
Village Tours guiding team have an
expert interest in all things state and
ceremonial. Join one of our chaps
for a unique and entertaining day of
royalty, pageantry and life under the
bearskin with visits to the Household
Cavalry Museum and Guards Chapel.
In jam busting and driver friendly
style once you arrive you’re off
the coach for the day and you’ll be
heading home at 4.30pm.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
10.30am on Whitehall for morning
coffee and biscuits (included). We
take a short and stimulating stroll
to Horse Guards Parade to see a
changing of the guard that takes
place every day, whatever the
weather. Try not grinning with pride
at the few tourists who happen upon
this little known spectacle in scarlet
and gold. As the guards lead their
horses into the stables we step into
the Household Cavalry Museum for
a behind-the-scenes look. Watch
through the perspex screen as the

troopers unsaddle their horses and
stow their ceremonial gear and learn
how to polish your boots and groom
your bearskin during a fun dress-up
session with the guide. There are
some beautiful and rare treasures
here from dazzling displays of
ceremonial uniforms, royal standards
and gallantry awards to musical
instruments and silverware. The
museum profits go to support our
soldiers and their families.
We break locally for an hour for
lunch – there’s several pubs and
cafés or bring a packed lunch to
enjoy in the park.
In the afternoon walk into St James’s
Park to see possibly the finest view in
London and visit the Guards Chapel the spiritual home of the Household
Division in their ceremonial and
combat roles. Alternatively choose
an afternoon at the Imperial War
Museum. Either way head home at
4.30pm.

JAM BUSTER
POMP
& CEREMONY

Adults: £26 Seniors: £24
Available Monday to Saturday
throughout the year.
This is a super choice for the
May or August Bank Holiday
Mondays when being in a quiet
London is an absolute treat.

Can’t bear trying to get into London
at 10.30am? Arrive for an early lunch
at midday and go home at 6.30pm
when the roads have calmed down.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019
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JAM BUSTER
ELTHAM PALACE
& Thames river
cruise
Adults: £34 Seniors: £31
Available Sundays to
Thursdays April to
end October
Now with a choice of
afternoon cruises to suit
your journey home.

1
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When the textile millionaires Stephen
and Virginia Courtauld built their
1930s mansion adjoining the Great
Hall of mediaeval Eltham Palace, once
the childhood home of Henry VIII, they
created an Art Deco masterpiece that
to this day captures the glamour and
allure of the period. A visit to Eltham
Palace will sweep your folk into the
glamorous lifestyle of 1930s high
society – a world of tennis and croquet
and cocktails on the terrace.
Meet at 10.30am at Eltham Palace,
9 miles south-east of Trafalgar Square.
Tea and coffee can be purchased on
arrival ready for a very entertaining
morning travelling from the Tudors to
the Twenties. After an introduction
with the Blue Badge Tour Guide you’ll
enjoy a tour of the house and some
time to browse as an invited guest in
the 1930s. You’ll be able to walk into
Ginie Courtauld’s wardrobe and try on
her hats and breathe in her perfume.
Take a peek in Mrs. Courtauld’s golden
tiled bathroom and experience the glitz
and glamour of the cocktail hour. This
is a house full of quirky details from
the built-in vacuum cleaner to the suite
of rooms for Virginia’s pet lemur and
Stephen’s rather menacing PA system
with speakers in every room so that he

could bark orders at the servants and
even page his wife! This is great fun Art Deco meets Hollywood film sets
with a twist of Cunard Liner.
We head to Royal Greenwich for lunch
in and around the covered market.
There is an enormous amount of choice
here or bring a packed lunch to enjoy
by the riverside.
Hands up who doesn’t enjoy a Thames
River Cruise? Here is where this
becomes a jam buster itinerary.
You choose the cruise that best suits
your journey home:
If you are going home to Kent, Surrey,
Sussex or Essex choose a one hour
round trip to the Thames Barrier and
back taking us past the Docklands
developments, The O2 and the Thames
Cable Car. You’ll be ready to head
home from Greenwich at 4.45pm
If you are going home to the West of
London choose a one-hour cruise from
Greenwich to Westminster past the
London Docklands, the City of London
and the West End. Head home from
Westminster Pier at 4.30pm.
On all cruises there’s a bar to buy hot
and cold drinks and an entertaining
Cockney skipper.’s commentary.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

The River Lee runs from its source in
Hertfordshire through a long valley
south through Epping Forest into
East London before emptying into the
Thames opposite The O2. Spend the
morning exploring the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park at the gritty urban end of
the Lee Valley and then relax and enjoy
a cream tea cruise at the beautiful,
rural end in the Lee Valley park.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at 10.30am
for coffee and biscuits included in the
tour fee inside the Olympic Velodrome.
The sharply raked track is a very
impressive sight - listen to your group
- you’ll hear lots of wows and you can
often watch cyclists in action while
you enjoy morning coffee. Stepping
outside into the park and there are the
Olympic rings surrounded by beautiful
landscaping that is becoming the key
feature of the Olympic Park. The iconic
Olympic venues including the Stadium
and Dame Zaha Hadid’s sensual
Aquatics Centre are all bedding down
into a lush landscape of trees and
flowers in this 500-acre park that is
criss-crossed with rivers and canals.
The waterways have been key to the
design with the River Lee transformed
into a three dimensional mosaic

of wetlands and woodlands and
meadows. All around you this morning
are 360° views and the ghosts of the
Happy & Glorious Games and you’ll
make the most of your visit in the
company of one of our award winning
team of Blue Badge guides.
We stop for lunch at the Westfield
Shopping Complex – there is a
food court with lots of choices plus
restaurants inside Marks & Spencer
and John Lewis. If you prefer you can
picnic in the park or ask us to prebook
a two-course lunch with coffee in the
park for £10pp.
In the afternoon we drive up the Lee
Valley and through a slip of Epping
Forest to the Lee Valley Park. At
Broxbourne we board a wide beam
barge with seating arranged around
tables to enjoy a 90-minute cruise
during which a very tasty cream tea
will be served.

JAM BUSTER
OLYMPIC PARK &
THE LEE VALLEY
CREAM TEA CRUISE
Adults & Seniors: £32
Available every day from 1 March
to 31 October 2018
This Jam Buster begins in East
London and finishes directly
north in Hertfordshire near
Junction 25 of the M25.

It’s a relaxing end to an exciting day
and I predict that the boat will be alive
with conversation about all that you’ve
seen today. You’ll be ready to head
home by 5.15pm. Broxbourne in Herts
is close to Junction 25 of the M25.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019
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TOP TEN LONDON
HAMPSTEAD - A LONDON VILLAGE - a best selling tour since the 1990s
London’s richness and variety
results from its growth as
a tapestry of villages each
with its own character and
history. Few have retained the
village atmosphere as well as
Hampstead. We take a short
walk through attractive lanes
lined with beautiful old houses
with an interesting coach tour
and a visit to one of London’s
last remaining grand country
houses. Morning refreshments
and a roast lunch are included.
Meet your Blue Badge guide
in Hampstead at 10.30am for
morning refreshments before
a gentle stroll through the lanes
of old Hampstead. High above
the London smog the clean air
and cheap housing attracted
artists and writers to form
the Montmartre of London.
Today Hampstead has more
millionaires than anywhere else
in the UK. Our pleasant and easy

38

0208 692 1133

walk to the unspoiled church
where Constable is buried brings
us back to the pub for a roast
lunch. Individuals can pay for
any bar drinks, hot drinks or
desserts as required on the day.
Next a scenic route via the old
embassy district of Bishops
Avenue that turned millionaires
row when stars like Billy Butlin
and Gracie Fields moved in.
Kenwood, is a country house
with wonderful views over
London full of works by
Rembrandt, Gainsborough,
Vermeer and Turner. Enjoy our
guided tour as well as some free
time to take in the views and
buy tea in the old coach house
before heading home at 4.45pm.
Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £28
Now inc Kenwood donation

1
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TOP TEN LONDON
HIDDEN LONDON & THE REGENTS CANAL - a best seller since 1989!
This walking tour in Smithfield
and cruise on the Regent’s
Canal from Little Venice to
Camden Lock now includes the
gardens and little museum at
Charterhouse open for the first
time since 1348.

Betjeman’s town house and
discover where Scots hero Sir
William Wallace was executed.
We break to buy lunch locally
with a good choice of pubs and
cafés or you can add a morning
coffee and lunch package.

Meet the guide at the Museum
of London at 10.30am to buy
morning refreshments. In 1666
the Great Fire swept away much
of the mediaeval City but the
flames died to ashes to leave
this one corner untouched. From
the Aldersgate we make our
way to the Newgate via a maze
of narrow streets and bygone
alleyways surrounding the old
smooth field, now known as
Smithfield. Londoners came here
to watch grisly public executions
and visit London’s first hospital
and the Meat Market.

The 50-minute narrow boat
cruise begins in opulent Little
Venice and takes us through
London Zoo and the aviary
designed by Lord Snowdon.
We pass a floating Chinese
pagoda & colourful houseboats
and glide silently through a
narrow tunnel. We step ashore
in the cobbled and flagged yard
of Camden Lock where you can
buy refreshments before we
head for home at 4.45pm.

We see Postman’s Park with
memorial plaques to heroic acts
of self-sacrifice and Sir John

Daily March to end October
Adults: £25 Seniors: £24
Add am coffee & lunch £13pp
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MANY QUEENS OF ENGLAND WITH CLARENCE HOUSE
A morning full of stories of the
seven Queens and the many
mistresses of England, free time
for lunch in upmarket St James’s
and a visit to Clarence House,
the former home of the Queen
Mother and now home of HRH
Prince Charles.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
10.30am to buy coffee. During
the morning coach tour we meet
Bloody Mary & Good Queen
Bess on Fleet Street, a Warrior
Queen on Westminster Bridge
and a She-Wolf haunting a
ruined church in the City.
At St Paul’s we hear the sad
tale of Brandy Nan but cheer
ourselves with saucy stories of
a myriad of mistresses. As long
as there have been Kings there
have mistresses tripping the
tightrope of fortune between

the glamour and luxury of
court life and the lonely ruin
of rejection. Sometimes little
harems bumped along together
quite nicely like George the
First’s fat and thin Elephant
& Castle but not always - Nell
Gwynn laced her rival’s food
with laxatives!
The beautiful rooms of Clarence
House remain much as they
were during the 50-year tenure
of the Queen Mother with
outstanding paintings by 20th
century artists. Head home from
here at 4.45pm or enjoy a fish
& chip tea and head home at
6.15pm after the rush hour
Weekdays in August only
Adults & Seniors: £26

2
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TOP TEN LONDON
OLYMPIC ICONS
Enjoy the beautiful landscaped gardens and the iconic venues of
the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
This excellent value day can be enjoyed year round and includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge guide for the whole day
Morning coffee & biscuits inside the Olympic Velodrome
Free time for lunch
Visit inside the London Aquatic Centre
A short walking tour in the beautiful park gardens
10.30am to 4.30pm or midday to 5.45pm

Available daily all year
Adults & Seniors: £22

2
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ROYAL LONDON WITH BUCKINGHAM PALACE
An entertaining coach tour of royal palaces and birth places with
stories of royal scandals and triumphs is followed by a visit to the
19 sumptuous State Apartments at Buckingham Palace. If you
book Buckingham Palace with us you pay just one week before the
visit and not months in advance. Also, if you have any no shows on
the day we can refund for up to five Palace admissions.
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm or Midday to 6.30pm & includes:
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout the day
The 2018 special exhibition marks the 70th birthday of The
Prince of Wales
Free time for morning coffee and lunch

Available daily from 21 Jul to 30 Sept 2018
Adults & Seniors: £38
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5 miles

WILLIAM MORRIS & THE OLYMPIC PARK
A super value day including morning coffee and a carvery lunch.
Visit an exhibition of the work of William Morris displayed in his
childhood home in Walthamstow and enjoy a guided tour of the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and a cup of tea or coffee in the
Velodrome at the end of the day. This day can run 10.30am to
4.30pm or midday to 6.30pm. This day includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Morning coffee & carvery lunch
A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout the day
Visit to the William Morris Gallery
A visit the London Aquatic Centre
Afternoon refreshments included at the Velodrome

Available Wednesday to Friday all year
Adults & Seniors: £30
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TOP TEN LONDON
JEWISH LONDON
This tour tells the story of Jewish life in London from Roman times
to the present day with visits to a Synagogue, the Jewish East End
and the Jewish Museum in Camden.
This fascinating day includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout the day
17th century Bevis Marks synagogue
The Jewish East End
Free time for lunch at Spitalfields Market
A visit to the Jewish Museum in Camden
Day runs 10.30am to 4.30pm or 11.45am to 5.30pm

Available Sun to Thurs all year
Adults: £28 Seniors: £27
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ELTHAM PALACE & THE THAMES CRUISE
Visit the Art Deco Mansion built by Courtauld millionaires around
the mediaeval hall from Henry VIII’s childhood home and enjoy a
one hour, Thames River cruise - from Greenwich to Westminster
if you are heading home that way or a jam-buster round trip to the
Thames Barrier if you head home to the South or East to save you
from central London traffic.  10.30am to 4.30pm.
This day includes:
• Blue Badge guided throughout inc tour of Eltham Palace
• Free time for lunch in Greenwich
• Cruise from Greenwich to Westminster or round trip Greenwich
to the Thames Barrier
Available Sun to Thurs April to end Oct
Adults: £34 Seniors: £31

2
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THE NEW KINGS CROSS
Join us for an engaging tour of the brand new developments with
new business, leisure and residential quarters created from the old
goods yard behind Kings Cross & St Pancras Stations.
This fascinating day with a Blue Badge guide runs 10.30am to
4.30pm or midday to 6.30pm and includes:
• The largest new public square in London and see the new
• HQs for St Martin’s Art School and the Google corporation
• See Harry Potter’s Platform 9 ¾ at Kings Cross Station
• Free time for morning coffee and lunch or early lunch
• John Betjeman’s beloved St Pancras Station
•       Visit the neighbouring British Library
Available daily all year
Adults & Seniors: £15
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TOP TEN WINTER WARMERS
BARROW BOYS & BANKERS
Contrasting stories of rags and
riches in London districts a
stone’s throw from each other
but worlds apart. We visit the
atmospheric streets
of Spitalfields and tell the story
of banking in the Square Mile
with a coach tour and a visit to
the Bank of England Museum.
For centuries the City was
a closed shop. Only Livery
Company members could
ply their trades - foreigners,
whether from Deptford or
abroad, had to settle outside
the walls. Huguenots, fleeing
France, brought silk weaving
to Spitalfields just outside the
City. Their grand Georgian
houses, some of the best
preserved in the country, would
go on to house successive
waves of new arrivals from the
English countryside as well as
the four corners of the Globe.

We’ll see a soup kitchen for
the Jewish poor, Hawksmoor’s
Christ Church and the sites of
some of the Ripper murders.
Come at 10.30am for morning
coffee at a beautiful pub that
was once a private bank, visit
the Bank of England Museum
and return to the pub for a pie
lunch with the Barrow Boys
with the walking tour in the
afternoon ending at Spitalfields
Market to buy tea and head
home at 4.15pm. Or do the day
in reverse order with morning
coffee included, the Barrow
Boys walk and free time for
lunch at Spitalfields and the
museum visit in the afternoon.
Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £19 including
morning coffee or £29 if you
include the pie lunch.

2
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TOP TEN WINTER WARMERS
CAPITAL CURIOS
This off-the-beaten-track day
combines a fascinating coach
tour of ‘London peculiars’ & a
guided tour of the Freemasons’
Grand Lodge. The day includes
morning coffee & biscuits
and free time for lunch in the
Piccadilly area but you can opt
to add a group pub lunch.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
10.30am to start the day with
morning refreshments together
before a fascinating coach tour
exploring curious and quirky
details of the capital that you’d
otherwise just pass by and miss.
We’ll step down from the coach
in Mayfair to enjoy a plethora
of curiosities all within a
short walk; snuggle up next to
Churchill and Roosevelt on a
park bench, chat to a Burlington
Arcade Beadle resplendent in
his Edwardian frock coat and
gold braided top hat and look out

for Mr Fortnum and Mr Mason
striking the hour on the amazing
clock above the door of their
famous shop front.
Lots of choices locally for lunch.
Our afternoon is dedicated to
revealing the lush Art Deco
interiors of the Freemasons’
Grand Lodge in Covent Garden.
We visit the astonishing Grand
Temple with its beautiful mosaic
ceilings, stained glass windows
and elaborately carved doors.
Explore the Library and Museum
of Masonry and buy a cuppa
before heading home at 4.15pm.
Alternatively start with lunch
at midday followed by the coach
tour and Freemasons visit and
go home at 6.00pm.
Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £18pp
Add lunch from £12pp
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A MEDWAY MOSAIC
This is a lovely little day out in
Kent with morning coffee and
lunch included. We explore
the little known Hoo Peninsula
and in the afternoon we visit
the historic city of Rochester.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
10.30am for morning coffee and
biscuits in an attractive pub next
to Dickens beloved Kent home
before a coach tour mosaic of
chalk downs and vast vistas
of marsh and estuary with the
unmistakably Kentish imprint
of orchard and oast house.
We will stop at the pretty little
church where Dickens set one of
the world’s most famous literary
scenes – the meeting between
Pip and the convict at the start
of Great Expectations. The tiny
cockleshell vestry and haunting
’Pip’s Graves’ are unforgettable.

Lunch back at the pub today
is chicken with potatoes and
seasonal vegetables or a
vegetarian option included in
your tour fee. Group members
can choose and pay for any
drinks or desserts they fancy.
Dickens loved cheery little
Rochester . We’ll take a little
tour on foot to show you the
castle and cathedral and
the perfect Victorian High
Street with its jolly bunting.
We’ve also included a donation
for the Cathedral to show you
inside. There will be time to
buy tea before returning to the
coach to head home at 4.45pm.
Available Mon to Sat all year
Adults & Seniors: £29

2
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TOP TEN WINTER WARMERS

THE ESSEX WINTER WARMER
This great day out can be booked for any time of the year but is
ideal to keep you warm and entertained in the colder months.
A coach tour through beautiful Essex country villages is followed
by an afternoon visit to the Chocolate Lady for tea, a talk and a
demonstration of chocolate making. 10.30am to 4.30pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
A coach tour through beautiful Essex countryside and villages
Free time for lunch in Saffron Walden
Afternoon visit to the Chocolate Lady for tea, a talk and
a very entertaining demonstration of chocolate making

Available Monday to Saturday all year
Adults & Seniors: £28

1
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FAITH, HOPE & CHARITY
Our unique day traces the history of philanthropy and includes a
visit to the elegant Foundling Museum in Bloomsbury. This trip has
attracted wonderful feedback especially from U3A, National Trust
and other groups who really like to get their teeth into a subject.
This day runs 10.30am to 4.30pm or midday to 6.00pm:
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
Coach tour through the City & East
Free time for lunch in the Bloomsbury area
An afternoon visit to the Foundling Museum

Available Tuesday to Sundays all year
Adults & Seniors: £24
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TOP TEN WINTER WARMERS
HAMPTON COURT PALACE
To visit Hampton Court Palace with a City & Village Tours Blue
Badge guide is to take a magical journey back through 500 years of
Royal history. We paint a picture of the former occupants and their
lifestyles. The sheer size of the Palace can be overwhelming so it
pays to be in the company a Guide who knows Hampton Court like
the back of their hand. 10.30am to 4.45pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•
•

Guided tour of Hampton Court Palace with a Blue Badge Guide
Free time for lunch on site at Hampton Court Palace
Visit to the Great Kitchens and the intimate Georgian rooms
Very atmospheric in winter with roaring fires

Available daily all year
Adults: £33 Seniors: £29

3
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ALL OUR WATERLOOS
Looking back at 1000 years of the French presence in London
including the Huguenots, aristocratic survivors of Madame
Guillotine and the super-tax refugees making the French Quarter
one of the most affluent neighbourhoods in the Capital. In the
afternoon a masterclass in French Style at the new V&A Europe
Galleries or a guided tour of the Wallace Collection.
The day runs 10.30am to 4.30pm or midday to 6.30pm & includes:
• Morning coffee
• Guide throughout
• Coach tour & free time for lunch in the French Quarter
• Choice of the new V&A Europe Galleries or Wallace Collection
Available daily all year
Adults & Seniors: £19

1
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TOP TEN MATINÉE EXPLORERS
DOWNTON ABBEY COUNTRY
This is not Highclere Castle
but the Oxfordshire Cotswolds
where the outdoor scenes are
filmed. We begin at midday
with a two-course carvery
lunch with coffee at an old barn
with sweeping views across
the Windrush Valley. After
lunch we enjoy a coach tour of
the Downton Abbey villages
‘finishing with a visit to Yew
Tree Farm where Lady Edith’s
daughter was looked after.
Enjoy a Blue Badge guided tour
of Downton Abbey Country.
From the old Roman road we
will see sleepy little Shilton
where Mr. Bates went to work
when he left Downton Abbey
and Lady Sybil eloped with her
chauffeur Tom. Along the way
we also see the Repatriation
Memorial Garden for fallen
service personnel who are
brought home via RAF Brize
Norton. Beautiful Bampton is
the filming location for Downton

itself: here we see Isobel
Crawley’s house, the Downton
Cottage Hospital and that
cottage that gave Mrs Patmore
so much trouble.
Cogges Manor Farm at Witney
is so old that the first owner
is pictured on the Bayeaux
Tapestry! The clocks stopped
here more than a hundred years
ago and in Downton this is Yew
Tree Farm - where Lady Edith’s
secret child is raised. Watch a
short film about Downton Abbey
on location, explore the lovely
old farmhouse kitchen that
appears in the series and treat
yourself to refreshments in the
café before heading for home
at 4.30pm.
Available Weds to Saturday
Adults & Seniors: £35

1

20 miles

GALLOPS & GARDENS
Begin in Newmarket at midday
with a two-course carvery
lunch with coffee in a newly
refurbished racing hotel. After
lunch by coach up and over the
dramatic swoop of the town
gallops and out into handsome
countryside dominated by
this sport of kings. We stop in
beautiful Bury St Edmunds for
a gentle meander in the ancient
Abbey Gardens - it’s not a long
walk at all - just far enough for
some fresh air to rekindle the
appetite for tea.
The Blue Badge guide coach
tour includes Newmarket town
centre to see Tattersalls, Europe’s
leading bloodstock auctioneers
and the Jockey Club. We enjoy
long views from the coach as we
drive up and over the gallops
where the racehorses are
exercised each day. From the top
we get a good look into the yard
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of the late, great trainer Henry
Cecil before driving through
some gorgeous countryside full of
studs and stables where we also
see an ancient packhorse bridge.
From Spring to late Summer
Bury St Edmunds is a riot of
colour with flowers cascading
from window boxes and hanging
baskets. We take a very gentle
stroll into enchanting floral
gardens to see the picturesque
ruins of the ancient abbey by
the River Lark and buy tea at
the cathedral before heading
home at 4.30pm.
Available Mon-Sat March-Oct
Adults & Seniors: £31

1

25 miles

THE BACK CATALOGUE

TOP TEN MATINÉE EXPLORERS
PIANOLAS, PILOTS & PIRATES
We explore life in the Royal Flying
Corps a century ago enjoy an
entertaining coach tour with a
top notch Blue Badge guide of a
remote and lonely kingdom with
a long tradition of smuggling and
piracy and finish with a cream tea
at Stow Maries. One hundred
years ago Zeppelin captains
crossed the North Sea and peered
through binoculars looking for
the Essex Rivers Crouch and
Blackwater which formed a great
big arrow pointing the way to
London. To counter the attacks
the newly formed Royal Flying
Corp requisitioned a little hill top
farm at Stow Maries near Maldon.
We tell its story against a
backdrop of an area that had
thrived for centuries on the
proceeds or piracy and smuggling.
Arrive at 10.30am to meet
the Blue Badge Guide and buy
morning refreshments at RHS
Hyde Hall. This morning we

take a panoramic coach tour of
hauntingly beautiful landscapes
beneath massive skies as we
explore the smuggling and piracy
history of the moody salt marshes
of the Dengie Hundred. We’ll stop
for free time for lunch on the
quayside at Burnham on Crouch.
Stow Maries was a Downton
Abbey sort of world - the Officers
Mess had a special room just for
the silver while the lower ranks
slept in tents and made do with
outdoor privies. We visit the
little museum and explore the
site and aircraft hangar to see the
replica Great War planes. In the
jolly bunting-hung Mens’ Mess
Hall a cream tea is served before
heading home at 4.45pm.
Available daily March - end Oct
Adults & Seniors: £27

2

15 miles

THE WILTSHIRE GOLDEN TRIANGLE
Bradford on Avon is the last
outpost of the Cotswolds.
A town of just 10,000 souls
straddling both river and canal
it is immensely picturesque, and
neither as well known nor as
crowded as Bath. We begin with
a two-course carvery lunch at
midday and include a few steps
to enjoy the heart of Bradford
followed by an entertaining
coach tour and time for tea in the
National Trust village of Lacock
before heading home at 4.30pm.
After lunch we take just a few
steps to see the town lock up on
the bridge and the gold Olympic
post box for a local 2012 hero.
Bradford grew wealthy from the
wool trade and a generous share
of the profits went on exquisitely
carved corbels and town houses
in buttery ashlar stone. The Saxon
church is a rare survivor famous

for two soaring stone angels.
Sit back and relax for a coach tour
to enjoy an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. We take an
attractive route to enjoy the
Bath skyline before dipping into
the valley to see the highlights
of the Georgian city - all from
the coach - the Royal Crescent,
Queen Square and beautiful
Pulteney Bridge with the River
Avon cascading over the weir.
We stop to buy tea the National
Trust village of Lacock where the
new houses are 18th century.
Cottages and inns dating back
to the 15th century form a
breathtaking backdrop.
Available all year Mon-Sat
Adults & Seniors: £29

1
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30 miles
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TOP TEN MATINÉE EXPLORERS
THE SUSSEX SEASIDE
Light on the feet but rich on the senses, we begin in picturesque
Old Pevensey where William the Conqueror landed in 1066.
Including a 2 course lunch with coffee and a gentle walking tour to
explore this picturesque village. We follow that with an
exhilarating panoramic coach tour and finish with tea in
Eastbourne. Arrive at 11.45am for lunch at midday and head home
by 4.30pm
This day includes a Blue Badge guide and:
•
•
•
•

A two course lunch with coffee
Gentle walking tour of Old Pevensey
Panoramic coach tour to the South Downs and Beachy Head
Free time for tea in Eastbourne

Available Mon - Sat Apr to Oct
Adults & Seniors: £29

1

20 miles

BATTLE OF BRITAIN COUNTRY
This day starts with a two-course lunch at a 4* seafront hotel at
Dover Marina which has received consistent rave reviews from
our groups. We tour the coast and the countryside in what became
known as hellfire corner and visit the new scramble experience at
the Wing at the Battle of Britain Memorial at Capel-le-Ferne.
This day runs from midday to 4.30pm and includes:
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
A two course lunch with coffee in a 4* Hotel
Coach tour of coast and countryside to tell the story of the
Battle of Britain with a visit to the Battle of Britain Memorial

Available daily all year, ideal for Autumn months
Adults & Seniors: £32

1

20 miles

THE HEAVENLY HIGH WEALD
This day out is built around a tasty group lunch - two courses with
coffee, in a fine country pub at Benenden in Kent, after which we
explore the beautiful Kent countryside by coach and visit lovely
Cranbrook - the capital of the High Weald.
This day runs from midday to 4.30pm and includes:
• A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
• A two course lunch with coffee
• A short walking tour around Benenden
• Coach tour through the High Weald
•       Guided tour of Cranbrook with free time to buy tea

Available Weds to Fri all year
Adults & Seniors: £34
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1

35 miles

THE BACK CATALOGUE

TOP TEN MATINÉE EXPLORERS
GEMS, JAMS & BOUNCING BOMBS
We begin this day with a two course lunch with coffee in the very
heart of Colchester where we can show you the best of Britain’s
oldest recorded town all within short compass. We take a coach
tour out into the Essex countryside and visit the charming museum
at Tiptree Jam Factory. This day runs midday to 4.30pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A two course lunch with coffee
A gentle and flat walking tour of Colchester
A visit to the Firstsite gallery
Sweeping coach tour of the Essex Countryside
A visit to the Tiptree Jam Factory

Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £31

1

25 miles

THE WHITE CLIFFS & WALMER CASTLE
Enjoy exhilarating views from the White Cliffs of Dover without
climbing any cliffs or hills! Start at midday with a two course lunch
with coffee and then enjoy a scenic drive through some of Kent’s
most beautiful coastal countryside with an entertaining and top
notch Blue Badge guide. We also visit Walmer - the prettiest of the
Kent seaside castles. The day runs from midday to 4.30pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•

A two course lunch with coffee in an attractive 4* hotel
Views from the White Cliffs to enjoy the views
A visit to Walmer Castle

Available daily from April to end Sept and Wed to Sun in Oct
Adults: £39 Seniors: £37
EH Members: £29
1
20 miles

THE HONEY COLOURED COTSWOLDS
Explore the delights of the honey coloured Cotswolds beginning
with a two course carvery lunch with coffee at midday. We visit the
village that William Morris lauded as the prettiest in all of England
and we end up in Gaol - the quirky and interesting Old Prison back
at Northleach where tea and shortcake is also included.
This day runs from midday to 4.30pm and includes
• A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout
• A scenic coach tour of the beautiful Cotswolds countryside
• Visits to Cirencester and the idyllic village of Bibury
• A visit to the Old Prison in Northleach
• Tea/Coffee and a slice of Victoria sponge
Available daily except Sundays
Adults & Seniors: £33

1
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TOP TEN CRUISES
MIDSOMER MURDERS & THE GORING GAP CRUISE
At the Goring Gap the mighty
River Thames chiseled its way
through the Chiltern Hills during
the last Ice Age. All around are
picturesque locations filmed as
the county of Midsomer - quaint
Dorchester and Alfred the
Great’s Wallingford. We round
off the day with a 90-minute
cruise to the Goring Gap. Include
morning coffee & biscuits and a
main course lunch in Dorchester
or include just the morning
refreshments and leave folk
to do their own thing for lunch
in Wallingford.
We begin at 10.30am for
morning coffee in Dorchester
(8 miles SE of Oxford). This old
coaching inn has starred four
times as Midsomer Murders
inns. This tiny village has a very
big Abbey - founded by a Saxon
bishop it’s one of the earliest
Christian sites in England and

has some fascinating features.
We return to the 15th century
coaching inn at midday for a main
course lunch before continuing
onto Wallingford, which serves
as Midsomer’s Causton, for some
free time before the cruise or
drive direct to Wallingford if
you opt for free time for lunch.
Board our private boat at
Wallingford Bridge at 3.00pm
for the six-mile swoop beneath
the Chilterns to the Goring
Gap. The magnificent scenery is
also the setting for such classic
books as Wind in the Willows,
Watership Down and Three Men
in a Boat. You’ll be heading home
from Goring at 5.00pm.
Weekdays May, June & Sept
Adults & Seniors: £29
Add 1-course lunch for £8

2

15 miles

WILLIAM MORRIS, EPPING FOREST & THE LEE VALLEY CREAM TEA CRUISE
Arts & Crafts man William Morris
was born in the Lee Valley village
of Walthamstow just above
the City and just below Epping
Forest. An award winning gallery
dedicated to his life and work
is now housed in his splendid
Georgian Manor house home.
Arrive at 10.30am to buy morning
refreshments. Our Blue Badge
guide will give you a good insight
into the man before we follow the
trail through the beautiful rooms
that illustrate his many talents
and interests from wallpaper and
furniture to book publishing and
politicking. There’s enough detail
to satisfy Morris enthusiasts and
enough variety and exceptional
items (the Utrecht Velvet used
on the Titanic springs to mind) to
appeal to the more casual visitor.
We head through a slip of Epping
Forest, hearing about the long
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history of this ancient hunting
ground, as we head to the genteel
old market town of Epping for
free time to buy lunch.
Then it is on to Broxbourne in the
Lee Valley Park for the 90-minute
cruise with a cream tea served on
board a comfortably appointed
broad beam boat where you are
seated around tables. Snippets
of commentary from the guide
and time to relax and watch life
roll by at 4 miles an hour makes
for a perfect afternoon. You’ll be
heading home from Broxbourne
on the A10 ,close to Junction 25,
M25 at 5.15pm.
Weds - Fri March to October
Adults & Seniors: £26

1

5 miles

THE BACK CATALOGUE

TOP TEN CRUISES
DOWNTON ABBEY COUNTRY & THE PORT MEADOW CRUISE
We visit a farm where time stands
still, enjoy a tour of Downton
Abbey Country in the Oxfordshire
Cotswolds (we don’t see Highclere
Castle in Hampshire) and cruise
through the serene and ancient
landscapes into the heart of
Oxford. Even people who’ve
never heard of Mrs. Patmore
or Mr. Carson will nevertheless
be thoroughly charmed by the
beautiful locations we visit.
The day begins at 10.30am at
Cogges Manor Farm at Witney
with time to buy refreshments
before exploring and enjoying
a short film showing how they
turned Cogges into Yew Tree Farm
for the filming. Next a tour of the
beautiful Oxfordshire Cotswolds.
You’ll see golden Shilton where
the valet John Bates moved to
when he left Downton Abbey and
the mediaeval small market town
of Bampton where they filmed
the Downton Village scenes

including the Cottage Hospital,
Isobel Crawley’s House and Mrs
Patmore’s troublesome cottage.
Have free time for lunch in Witney
(market day Thursday) or add
a 1-course group meal. On lazy
summer cruises from Godstow to
Folly Bridge Lewis Caroll created
his Adventures in Wonderland.
We sail these same shallow broad
waters through the ancient Port
Meadow and skim beneath the
lowest bridge on the Thames.
We arrive at Folly Bridge at
4.00pm – head straight home
or buy tea and drinks at the pub
by the bridge and make tracks
at 4.45pm.
Tue to Fri April, May, June, Sept
Adults & Seniors: £32
Maximum 44 people
Add a one course carvery £12pp

2

35 miles

THE COTSWOLDS RIVER THAMES EXPLORER
We start with time to buy
morning coffee in the Saxon
town of Cricklade, see the most
important mediaeval stained
glass in the country and enjoy a
two-course lunch in a handsome
Cotswolds hotel. We spend the
afternoon in the old inland port
of Lechlade enjoying a little
30-minute meander in a replica of
a traditional Edwardian launch to
the very highest navigable point
on the Thames.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
10.30am in Cricklade to buy
morning refreshments just a few
miles from where the river rises
in the Cotswolds Hills. We head
to the elegant Cotswolds market
town of Fairford to see the
remarkable fire and brimstone
mediaeval stained glass windows
and enjoy an optional 2-course
lunch at the handsome old
coaching inn on the market

square or have free time for lunch
in Lechlade. Lechlade-on-Thames
was once one of England’s busiest
inland ports with barges taking
salt, wool and cheese to Oxford
and London. We are going to
take you (a dozen at a time) on an
enjoyable 30 minute meander in
a replica Edwardian launch from
the Ha’Penny Bridge to the very
highest point of navigation on
the Thames.
After time to buy tea you’ll head
home at 5.00pm.
Daily April - Sept (not Weds or Sun)

Adults & Seniors: £35
Maximum 48 people

2
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TOP TEN CRUISES
THE TALE OF TWO RIVERS
We visit two of the most beautiful tidal rivers in East Anglia
starting with morning coffee and a Danish pastry overlooking the
River Orwell. We mix sightseeing from the coach with a visit to
the attractive heart of Ipswich and an afternoon tea cruise on the
peaceful River Deben. This day runs from 10.30am to 4.45pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout
Morning coffee and a Danish pastry
Free time at the Suffolk Food Hall
Ipswich walking tour and free time
90 Minute Deben River cruise with Tea, Scone and Jam

Daily from May to October
Adults & Seniors: £29.50

1.5

20 miles

THIS COUNTRY CALLED ENGLAND
We begin where England began, at Kingston upon Thames and
include the option of a riverside pub lunch in handsome Thames
Ditton or free time for lunch in Windsor. In the afternoon we cruise
past the Queen’s backyard to the meadows at Runnymede.
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm or 5.45pm and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
Morning coffee and biscuits
Optional 2 course lunch with coffee or free time in Windsor
90 minute cruise Windsor to Runnymede.
Optional visit to see the Magna Carta anniversary sculpture

Available Mon, Thur & Fri - May to Sept
Adults & Seniors: £28
Add 2-course lunch & coffee £14

2

25 miles

THE ROYAL RIVER EXPLORER
Visit the London Olympic rowing lake (on occasion when there’s
an event we visit the lovely village of Dorney instead) followed
by a walking tour of Eton or a coach tour of Thames villages in the
Queen’s neck of the woods with a stop at the Windsor Farm Shop.
Our afternoon cruise is two hours of beautiful Thames scenes from
Windsor to the homes of the rich and famous on the Maidenhead
Millionaires Row. This day runs 10.30am to 4.00pm and includes:
• A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
• 90 minute Thames Cruise Windsor to Maidenhead
• Optional Eton Walking tour or Thames Villages Coach tour
•       Free time for lunch at the Windsor and Eton Riverside
•       One and ¾ hour river cruise
Available every day from April to September
Adults & Seniors: £25

1 or 2
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15 miles

THE BACK CATALOGUE

TOP TEN CRUISES
BEECHWOOD BEAUTY
This day starts at noon in elegant Marlow, with free time to buy
lunch and join the Blue Badge guide for a short but sweet town trail
before boarding the coach to explore the Cookham area.
We board our pleasure cruiser at 4.00pm to enjoy one of the most
beautiful stretches of the Upper Thames heading home at 6.30pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•

Visit to Marlow with free time for lunch
Coach tour of Thames villages including Cookham
Two and a half hour pleasure cruise from Boulters Lock at
Maidenhead to Higginson Park in Marlow

Available daily from April to September.
Adults & Seniors: £26

1

25 miles
CHILTERN CURIOS & THE ROYAL REGATTA CRUISE
Come and meet our top notch Blue Badge guide for an 11am start
in Marlow to buy morning refreshments before enjoying a scenic
coach tour to lovely Henley, Queen of the Thames for a couple of
hours free time for lunch. At 4pm, we board our Edwardian boat
for a gorgeous late afternoon cruise back to Marlow, heading home
at 6.30pm. This trip is not suitable for the new very long coaches.
This day includes:
• Free time for morning refreshments in Marlow
• Free time for lunch in Henley
• Late afternoon river cruise from Henley to Marlow
Available daily from April to the end of September
Adults & Seniors: £25

2

30 miles

OXFORD, THE ISIS & IFFLEY
To fully appreciate Oxford, one must explore on foot. This tour
allows you to do just that without having to walk too far as we take
in the narrow streets and ancient buildings with an expert Blue
Badge Guide. Includes morning coffee with the option to do your
own thing for lunch or add a fish & chip lunch for the whole group.
• Oxford walking tour with a top notch Blue Badge guide
• Visit an Oxford College
• Isis (Thames) River cruise to Iffley Lock
• Visit Romanesque Iffley Church to see the John Piper window
•       Thur-Sun enjoy pub drinks at the remote pub on the tow path
• Day runs 10.30am to 5.00pm or Noon to 6.00pm
Available daily March to end October
Adults & Seniors: £27
Add fish & chips for £10

3
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TOP TEN COUNTRY TOURS
THE ASHDOWN FOREST EXPLORER
This gentle and entertaining
day visits beautiful places,
has minimal walking, includes
morning coffee and lunch at
Heaven Farm and a guided tour
and cream tea in a beautiful
country house.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
Heaven Farm near Uckfield.
Morning coffee and biscuits,
included in the tour fee, are
ready for you at 10.30am.
During the morning sit back
to enjoy the Ashdown Forest
Explorer coach tour. Ancient
forest once covered much of
England but in Sussex the mighty
oaks were felled for the iron
industry leaving the wild heaths
and moors that we see today. We
pass through the ancient market
town of East Grinstead, home of
pioneering 1940s plastic surgeon
Archie McIndoe and his Guinea

Pig Club, see the longest row of
mediaeval houses in the country
and drive through Winnie the
Pooh country and then back to
Heaven Farm for a one course
lunch, included in the tour fee.
After lunch together we visit
Saint Hill Manor a beautiful
18th century country house.
This is far more intimate than a
stately home tour and there are
no roped off areas. A succession
of distinguished and eclectic
owners including the Maharajah
of Jaipur and the science
fiction writer and founder of
Scientology have left their
stamp on this interesting house.
Cream Tea is served on English
rose porcelain before heading
home at 4.30pm.
Available weekdays all year
excluding 11 Sept to 12 Nov
Adults & Seniors: £32

1

20 miles

A DAY IN THE NEW FOREST
The New Forest is a varied
landscape of woods and glades,
heaths and moors. Dotted with
tiny villages and roamed at will
by deer, ponies, donkeys and pigs.
Enjoy a real flavour of the forest
with an expert Blue Badge guide.
Includes morning refreshments
and lunch.
We begin at 10.30am near
Landford off the A36 Salisbury
Road for morning refreshments
before slipping into the forest to
follow in the footsteps of kings
and queens, commoners and
gypsies, smugglers and lovers.
Over the past millennium a
wealth of myth and legend has
wound itself around the forest
trees like a clinging vine. Your
expert guide will chart a course
Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £29
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to the heart of this enchanting
world of beautiful villages. We
return to the pub for homemade
cottage pie (or veggie option)
Individuals can choose and pay
for on the day for any desserts or
bar drinks.
Then we’re off to church guarded
by an ancient yew where Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, lies buried,
to Lyndhurst, the ‘capital of
the forest’ and to meet some
enormous trees.
We stop in Beaulieu, “the Historic
Heart of the New Forest”,
where there are two or three
places selling tea to round off
an enjoyable day out. We leave
Beaulieu at 4.45pm to begin the
drive home.

1

40 miles

THE BACK CATALOGUE

TOP TEN COUNTRY TOURS
THE ESSEX HIGHLANDS
With morning refreshments and
lunch at a gorgeous village pub
included in the tour fee, a coach
tour of the little known ‘Essex
Highland’ in the old Hundred of
Uttlesford and time for tea and
a wander in beautiful Saffron
Walden this is the stuff that great
days out are made of.
Aim to arrive in Arkesden, ‘the
gem of the Essex Highlands’ at
10.30am for a morning coffee &
biscuits (included) and then we
are off for a scenic tour of the
“Essex Highlands” to dispel the
notion of Essex as a flat county.
In fact we slip in and out of three
counties during our circular tour
and from high in the coach you’ll
get lovely views and there are
interesting stories to create a
thoroughly entertaining morning.
Arriving back in Arkesden we’ll
enjoy a tasty steak pie lunch and

join the guide for a little stroll and
peek inside the village church for
the fascinating memorials.
After lunch we’ll drive past stately
Audley End House into Saffron
Walden which takes its name from
the saffron crocus once grown in
the surrounding fields. Opt to join
the guide for a short town trail or
browse on your own. It is your day
out – you can decide on the day.
Whichever you choose there’ll
be time to buy a cup tea before
returning to the coach to head
home at 4.45pm.
You can also choose to start this
day at noon with an early lunch
followed by a cup of coffee, enjoy
the itinerary as described and
head home from Saffron Walden
at 6pm.
Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £27

1

35 miles

THE BEAUTIFUL SURREY HILLS
This is a day out for groups who
like to see a lot without walking
too far and who also rather like
to spoil themselves as it includes
morning coffee and pastries at
an impressive historic house and
a two-course country pub lunch
with coffee.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
Polesden Lacey at 10.30am
for posh morning coffee and
pastries. This was the home
of one of Edwardian Britain’s
richest society hostesses who
craved the company of monarchs,
maharajahs and millionaires.
During the morning we’ll take
a scenic drive via Ranmore
Common and the cathedral in
the woods to hear old tales of
the Surrey Hills as we wend our

way to the village of Shere for our
2-course lunch with coffee.
Enjoy browsing this timeless
village where the Tilling Bourne
bubbles and every building is of
great age and interest.
In the afternoon we sweep
through more photogenic
countryside as we head for Box
Hill for one of the best views
in England and a whole cast of
characters including the eccentric
Major who was buried upside
down at the top of the hill. We’ll
drop back down to Bocketts Farm
Park for time to buy tea before
heading for home at 4.45pm.
Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £33

1
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TOP TEN COUNTRY TOURS
AN EAST ANGLIAN PANORAMA
Explore slumbering villages and pastoral scenes in the valley home
of artists and weavers that were immortalised by Constable and
Gainsborough. With morning coffee and biscuits and a two- course
lunch included in the tour fee, a scenic coach panorama and an
afternoon in beautiful Lavenham. This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm
or in the summer midday to 6.30pm and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
Morning tea or coffee with biscuits
2 course pub lunch in lovely Long Melford
Panoramic coach tour through beautiful rolling landscapes
Gentle walking tour in Lavenham

Available weekdays all year, great for autumn colours
Adults & Seniors: £26

1

35 miles

THE MAD JACK FULLER TRAIL
Mad Jack Fuller was an eccentric Georgian squire who built a
series of follies in some of the highest and most attractive
countryside in all of England. Raised high up in your coach, you’ll
feel like you’re on top of the world up on the South Downs
Ridgeway with far reaching views across Beachy Head! An unusual
and stimulating day out in Sussex includes:
• A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
• Morning Coffee and Biscuits
• The fascinating story of Mad Jack Fuller
• Seasonal chicken lunch at a country pub
• Free time to buy tea in picturesque Battle
• Runs 10.30am to 4.45pm or midday to 6.30pm
Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £27

1

25 miles

THE BUCKINGHAMSHIRE CHILTERNS
Enjoy a day exploring the peaceful woody lanes and picturesque
towns and villages of the Buckinghamshire Chilterns. Discover
ancient wall paintings; visit the historic Friends Meeting House
at Jordan’s and the Hughenden Valley where Disraeli lived and the
Red Kites soar above the leafy woods once busy with bodgers.
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout
Morning Coffee and biscuits and a one course pub lunch
Scenic coach tour through the Chiltern Hills
A visit to Jordans Meeting House with tea and biscuits
Donation to the Jordans Meeting House

Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £29
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1

45 miles

THE BACK CATALOGUE

TOP TEN COUNTRY TOURS
MAN MADE WONDERS IN THE HEART OF ESSEX
Join us for an entertaining guided tour in the green heart of Essex,
looking at some astonishing human achievements. This popular day
carves a path from the Colne Valley to Cressing Temple where we
visit two ancient cathedral-like barns. A two course carvery lunch
with coffee is served in Finchingfield - one of England’s most
beautiful villages. Come 10.30am to 4.45pm or midday to 6.30pm.
This day includes:
• A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout.
• 2-course carvery with coffee in Finchingfield
• A coach tour of quaint Essex villages
• A visit to Cressing Temple Barns
Available daily all year
Adults & Seniors: £31.50

2

45 miles

THE COTSWOLDS COUNTRY FILE
By coach off the beaten track through little hamlets and villages
in gorgeous Cotswolds countryside with a visit to TV presenter
and farmer Adam Henson’s Cotwolds Farm Park. Meet the Blue
Badge guide in Burford at 10.30am for morning coffee and
traditional Lardy Cake included in the tour fee, break for free time
for lunch in Northleach and finish with tea and biscuits included at
the Cotswolds Farm Park. Head home at 4.45pm. Includes:
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout.
Tea & Traditonal Lardy Cake in Burford
Adam Henson’s Cotswolds Farm park

Available daily March to the end of October. Avoid school holidays.
Adults: £34 Seniors: £32

1

30 miles

A DAY IN CAMBRIDGE
A full day in Cambridge designed to show you a lot without walking
too far. A morning coach panorama includes a stop at the American
Military Cemetery and after free time for lunch in the mediaeval
market area we enjoy free time and a visit to see King’s College
Chapel. Option to stay for choral evensong in term time. This day
runs 10.30am to 4.45pm or to 6.30pm with Evensong and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

One hour panoramic coach tour of Cambridge
Free time for lunch in Cambridge
Afternoon visit to King’s College Chapel
Free time to enjoy Cambridge
Optional visit to Choral Evensong in term time

Available Mon-Sat all year
Adults & Seniors: £25

3
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TOP TEN SEASIDE & GARDEN
SUSSEX COASTAL CURIOS
This day is both entertaining
and easy on the feet with the
added attraction of sitting
together for morning coffee
and a chicken lunch included
in the tour fee.

Bramber for a lunch of
seasonal chicken with potatoes
and vegetables or a veggie
alternative. We’ll leave folk to
treat themselves to a dessert
if they want on the day.

Meet at 10.30am in Bramber
(near Steyning on the A283)
for morning refreshments.
Many of the old cottages in
Bramber were built with flint
pilfered from the ruins of the
Norman Castle. This is one of
the prettiest villages in West
Sussex so you’ll be pleased to
know we return here for lunch.

In genteel Goring we find a
quite astonishing ceiling at the
Catholic church. A Local artist
and parishioner has created
a unique reproduction of
Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel.
This labour of love and faith
took five years of neck ache
and painting through the night.
This must be one of the most
unusual churches you’ll ever
visit. Last but not least we drive
to the seaside at Worthing for
tea to round off our day out
off the beaten track before
heading for home at 4.45pm.

We begin our day by visiting
an architectural masterpiece
the soaring Gothic chapel
of Lancing College - truly
magnificent. The chapel is the
spiritual heart of the boarding
school attended by Evelyn
Waugh, Tom Sharpe and Sir Tim
Rice. We return to beautiful

Adults & Seniors: £27
Available Tues- Fri all year

2

25 miles

THE SUFFOLK COASTAL TOUR
Explore the fragile fascinating
Suffolk Coast with visits to
Southwold and Aldeburgh
and enjoy a fish & chip lunch.

fish & chip lunch - fresh fish &
chips, a slice of bread, a dessert
and a cup of tea or coffee are all
included in the tour fee.

Meet the guide at 10.30am
in Woodbridge to purchase
morning coffee. Suitably
refreshed we head straight for
the sea passing through Orford,
Snape with its famous Maltings
and on to Aldeburgh.

In the afternoon we continue
along the coast towards the
elegant little Edwardian
resort town of Southwold.
Old cottages of great charm
cluster around the gleaming
white lighthouse and candy
coloured beach huts line the
shore. Join the guide to explore
possibly the finest mediaeval
church in England - the home
of ’Southwold Jack’.

In this seaside town the Moot
Hall, once the centre of the
town, now teeters on the sea’s
edge. We stop to take in the
timeless maritime air and see
where the fishermen still sell
their catch on the beach. On to
Dunwich - the town has already
been claimed by the sea but
the brilliant Flora Tea Rooms
survive. This is an exemplary
example of that very British
tradition of a famously good
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There’s free time to buy a cup
of tea and enjoy the town
before heading home.
Available daily from Apr-Oct
Adults & Seniors: £28

1

45 miles
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TOP TEN SEASIDE & GARDEN
RYE OR HYTHE & THE ROMNEY MARSH
The Romney Marsh is a
mysterious region of Kent,
rich in history and legend. This
fine day out, tried and tested
over the past twenty years, is
undemanding on the feet but
satisfying on the senses. The day
includes a fish & chip lunch at the
famous Pilot Inn at Dungeness.
In the afternoon choose between
a visit to beautiful Rye or the
historic Port of Hythe.
We start just off the M20
at 10.30am to buy morning
refreshments before driving
through a slip of Weald onto the
Romney Marsh. Survival on the
marsh required a lot of mettle
and the locals established a
reputation for self-sufficiency,
wild, felonious deeds and
lawlessness. The bleak and
timeless character of the marsh
has always made it popular with
artists and writers. Ian Fleming
would drive out alone for

inspiration naming his characters
after local place names like
Moneypenny Farm. We’ll stop
and visit one of the mediaeval
churches that pepper the marsh.
There are nearly 100 homes of
all different shapes and sizes
peppered across the peculiar
landscape of Dungeness - the
UK’s only desert. The Pilot Inn
sits here just a stone’s throw
from the sea. Fish & Chips and a
hot drink is included. After lunch
we’ll take a pleasant drive to the
cobbled streets of Rye or you can
opt for a drive along the coast to
the flat streets of historic Hythe.
Whichever afternoon you choose
there’s time to pick a spot for tea
before heading home at 4.45pm.
Adults & Seniors: £26
Available weekdays all year

1

35 miles

CREEKS, COCKLES & COCKNEYS
This day starts on a lonely hilltop
looking out over Hadleigh Castle
and the Thames Estuary, includes
a coach tour of an unexplored
area of Essex, a two-course lunch
with coffee in a 3* seaside hotel,
free time in Southend and a visit
to picturesque old Leigh-on-Sea.
Meet the Blue Badge guide at
10.30am to buy morning coffee
at Hadleigh Farm just outside
Southend. The café sits on top of
a hill with views of the romantic
ruins of Hadleigh Castle set
against the dramatic backdrop
of the Thames Estuary.
A morning coach tour explores
a landscape of lonely creeks,
wide horizons, wildfowl, marsh
farmers and oystermen. At
ancient Canewdon we hear of
legendary witches before we
meet the sea and sweep along
the Thames Estuary back into

Southend. This is the seaside
to generations of Londoners.
A two course lunch is served at
the Palace Hotel looking out to
sea. After lunch there’s an hour
of free time to enjoy Southend.
Old Leigh-on-Sea was once a
thriving fishing and smuggling
village. Leigh fishermen became
Dunkirk heroes and today keep
alive Leigh’s reputation as the
centre of the world cockling
trade. There’s an old-world
charm here with cockle boats
and cockle sheds, sailors’ inns
and clapboard cottages. Sample
the traditional cockney teatime
treat or buy a simple cup of tea
before heading home at 4.30pm.
Adults & Seniors: £33
Available Mon-Thurs, Apr-Oct

2
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TOP TEN SEASIDE & GARDEN
THE OLD KENT COAST
Broadstairs and Deal are survivors of a bygone age imparting a
sense of what the English Seaside at its best is all about. Join us
on this entertaining day as we take a trip down memory lane to
the grand age of the British seaside. We also pay a visit to the
Secret Gardens of Sandwich, made famous by the posh couple
from Channel 4’s Gogglebox and is one of Monty Don’s top ten
gardens. Runs 10.30am to 4.45pm or midday to 6.30pm & includes:
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout the day
Morning Coffee and a Danish pastry
Visits to Broadstairs and Deal
A visit to the Secret Gardens of Sandwich

Available weekdays all year
Adults & Seniors: £27

2

25 miles

APPLES & OYSTERS
Faversham is the oldest market town in Kent: It oozes charm and
character. Fruit from the Kent orchards and oysters from
Whitstable made this the larder for London. This day includes visits
to Whitstable and Faversham and morning coffee and lunch (or an
early lunch with a coffee) in an historic Faversham inn.
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm or midday to 6.30pm & includes:
•
•
•
•

Blue Badge guided tour of Faversham
Morning coffee and biscuits & one course lunch
Jolly coach tour to the sea
Free time in Whitstable

Available weekdays only throughout the year
Adults & Seniors: £27.00

1

35 miles

BETH CHATTO & THE HA’PENNY PIER
Visit the beautiful Stour estuary where Essex meets Suffolk, from
England’s smallest town to the sea by the Ha’Penny Pier in Old
Harwich. In the afternoon we visit the Beth Chatto Gardens
created by the pioneer of ecological gardening
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout
Morning coffee and biscuits
Coach tour to Old Harwich
Free time for lunch in Old Harwich
Visit Beth Chatto Gardens

Mon to Sat March to end of October
Adults & Seniors: £25
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TOP TEN SEASIDE & GARDEN
COTSWOLDS GOLD
Explore the beautiful countryside of the South Western Cotswolds
and the Gloucestershire Golden Valleys with visits to Tetbury,
Painswick and Abbey House Gardens in Malmesbury - a compact,
beautiful garden with a huge variety of plants and flowers to enjoy.  
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm and includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
Free time for morning refreshments and lunch
Scenic coach tour through the valleys of Gloucestershire
A visit to the beautiful town of Painswick
A visit to Abbey House Gardens with tea and cake included

Available daily from March to October
Adults & Seniors: £25

1

45 miles

EPPING FOREST & CAPEL MANOR GARDENS
A day of forest glades & garden inspirations. Epping Forest is a
place of sunlit glades, rough heaths and great hornbeam trees.
This morning we explore the heart of the forest and see a Tudor
hunting Lodge. After lunch in genteel Epping our afternoon is spent
at Capel Manor Gardens which are delightful throughout the year.
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm and includes:
•
•
•
•

Top notch Blue Badge guide throughout
Visit Epping Forest & Queen Elizabeth Hunting Lodge
Free time in Epping for lunch
An afternoon at Capel Manor Gardens

Available daily March - October
Adults: £28 Seniors: £26

1

15 miles

BEDFORD & KATHY BROWN’S GARDEN
Judge’s wife Kathy Brown likes edible flowers and modern art and
has created some unusual garden rooms at her idyllic manor house
in Bedfordshire based on famous paintings by artists such as
Rothko and Monet. In the morning we explore handsome Bedford
on the Great Ouse and spend the afternoon at Kathy’s garden.
This day runs 10.30am to 4.45pm and includes:
• A top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout
• Morning coffee and biscuits in a Bedford hotel
• Gentle walking tour of Bedford
• Free time in Bedford for lunch
•     A visit to Kathy Brown’s Garden, with tea and homemade cake.
Daily except Tues & Sun April to September
Adults & Seniors: £29.50

4
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TOP TEN CHRISTMAS TOURS
THE CHRISTMAS CARVERY CLUB
London is a dandy at night.
Few cities can rival our vibrant
history, exhilarating stories and
anecdotes. This popular tour is
a proper jam buster - bringing
you into London at a quiet time
and sending you home after
the rush hour. We actually tour
London during the rush hour which is just right to slow the
coach so we can show you
such a lot!

The Strand Palace Carvery
This Edwardian hotel is on The
Strand a few doors along from
the Lyceum. Enjoy a two course
premier carvery with a choice of
desserts on the day and we now
include a cup of tea or coffee.

London Lights & Sights Tour
You’ll see you all the major
Christmas lights and sights in
the City and the West End in the
company of one of the best Blue
Badge guides in the capital. Plus

we’ll show you some of London’s
secret treasures and newest
buildings. This is a lovely evening
that’s just right to re-kindle your
Christmas flame.
Timings:
Meet for lunch at 2.00pm
followed by the tour and a
festive stop at an ice rink or
Covent Garden at the end of
the evening heading home at
6.00pm after the rush hour
Or meet at Somerset House at
2.30pm, start the tour as dark
falls at 3.30pm, sit down to the
two-course carvery meal with
hot drink at 5.30pm and head
home at 7.15pm.
Available daily 20 November
2018 to 6 January 2019
Adults & Seniors: £30

2

15 miles

CRUISING INTO CHRISTMAS
A new plan for 2018while
major building is uderway
at The O2. Come to Royal
Greenwich for an afternoon of
Christmas shopping in the newly
refurbished covered market and
boutique style shops with free
visits to the National Maritime
Museum. Meet our top notch
Blue Badge guide at Greenwich
Pier at 3.45pm for a one hour
cruise to Westminster with a
fun and informative Cockney
skipper’s commentary. We’ll
pass the mini-Manhattan of
Canary Wharf, sail beneath
a floodlit Tower Bridge and
through the glistening City
& West End.
We’ll hop back on your coach
at Westminster Pier for a tour
of Christmas London by night.
It’s great fun seeing the busy
shopping streets from high up in
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your coach but we’ll also show
you some off the beaten track
Christmas and London by night
sights and bring you up to date
with what is new in the capital.
At the end we make a stop at
Covent Garden where you can
buy refreshments, enjoy the
street performers and see the
decorations in the old Victorian
market buildings. You will be
ready to head home after the
rush hour at 7.30pm
Adults & Seniors: £20
Available daily from 16 Nov ‘18
to 6 Jan 2019
Add a three course hotel
carvery with coffee for £17pp.
Sit down for the meal at 6.30pm
and head home at 8.00pm.

1

20 miles
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TOP TEN CHRISTMAS TOURS
CHRISTMAS IN FAVERSHAM & CANTERBURY
Faversham is one of our most
historic and yet least known
market towns. Arrive for lunch
at midday in Faversham before
an afternoon of shopping and
sightseeing in the heart of
Canterbury with the option to
enjoy Choral Evensong at 5.30pm
sitting in the Quire at the very
heart of the Cathedral.
Arrive in Faversham at 11.45am
ready to enjoy an early lunch at
midday. Do your own thing or we
can book you in for a roast chicken
or vegetarian lunch served with
tea or coffee at a mediaeval
pub with a massive inglenook
fireplace. The Faversham
conservation area is a compact
area with a remarkable 475 listed
buildings. Your Blue Badge Guide
will pick out the highlights for you.
Tuesdays and Fridays are market
days in Faversham.
An entertaining commentary on

the way to Canterbury is followed
by a gentle walk into the heart of
the city. In the best tradition of
City & Village Tours we’ll show
you the most picturesque and
interesting parts and then you can
do your own thing. Shoppers will
find a good mixture of High Street
brands and one-off individual and
there are interesting art galleries
and museums. As dark falls we
get to see ancient Canterbury
sparkle and shine. Buy a bite to eat
locally before Choral Evensong at
Canterbury Cathedral at 5.30pm.
You’ll sit in the intimate Quire, the
beating heart of this great church,

next to the choir and enjoy their
exquisite voices. You’ll be ready
to head home at 6.30pm.
Mon-Sat from 10 Nov to 6 January
Adults & Seniors: £16
Add roast chicken lunch & coffee
on November dates for £12pp

2

15 miles

A KENTISH CHRISTMAS
Enjoy sweeping views over the
Thames and Medway on the
little known and mysterious
Hoo Peninsula, a roast lunch
together and Christmas shopping
and sightseeing in lovely oldfashioned Rochester. Meet at
10.30am in a pub next door to
Charles Dickens’ old house at
Higham for coffee and biscuits
included in the tour fee.
During the morning we will take
you on a coach tour through one
of the least known landscapes
in England; rolling panoramas of
sweeping chalk downs and vast
vistas of marsh and estuary - all
with the unmistakable Kentish
imprint of orchard and oast.
We’ll stop at the remote church
where Pip met the convict in the
opening scene of Dickens’s Great
Expectations. The tiny cockle
shell vestry and unusual graves

are unforgettable. Back to the
pub for a roast chicken lunch
included in the tour fee. Your folk
can buy any bar and hot drinks or
desserts as desired on the day.
Next on to Rochester where the
bunting-hung Victorian High
Street is lined with interesting
shops. Your members can choose
to do their own thing for the
afternoon or stay with the guide
for a trail that will take us past the
castle, the Dorritt family grave
and Miss Haversham’s house and
into the cathedral. Lots of places
to buy tea and sticky buns on
the High Street that positively
twinkles with Victorian charm
at dusk. Head home at 4.45pm.
Weekdays Nov & December
Adults & Seniors: £29

2
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TOP TEN CHRISTMAS TOURS
CHRISTMAS FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD
Charles Dickens didn’t exactly invent Christmas, but in his stories
he did invent an idea of a London Christmas that has been exported
around the world. It’s a tale of foggy streets and hearty feasts with
the rich man at his table and the poor man with his nose pressed to
the frosted window. This day runs 10.30am to 4.30pm or midday
to 6.30pm including a little run through the Christmas Lights.
• A top notch Blue Badge Guide for the whole day
• Morning coffee & biscuits
• Visit Leadenhall Market
• Free time for lunch at Borough Farmers Market
• Visit opulent Burlington Arcade & Fortnum’s Food Hall
Available weekdays throughout November and December
Adults & Seniors: £18

2

10 miles

HAMPSTEAD & THE CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
Hampstead, select and opulent is one of London’s last villages. Join
us for a tasty roast lunch at midday followed by a village trail and
some free time for shopping followed by a tour into central London
to enjoy the Christmas Lights & Sights finishing at Covent Garden.
This day runs midday to 6.30pm and includes:
• A top notch Blue Badge guide
• A one course roast lunch with tea/coffee
• Free time for Shopping in Hampstead
• Optional short walking tour with the Guide
•      Christmas Lights and Sights coach tour
• Visit to Covent Garden Market heading home after rush hour
Available weekdays in November and December
Adults & Seniors: £28

2

5 miles

CHRISTMAS IN BRISTOL
Aim to arrive at midday in Bristol for a 2 course Christmas lunch
with coffee in the crypt of a famous Bristol church followed by a
Bristol Coach Panorama including Brunel’s Suspension Bridge and
the Clifton Downs. Then enjoy the Bristol Christmas Markets and
an optional Old Town trail with the Guide & head home 6.30pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•
•
•

2 Course Christmas Lunch with tea or coffee
Panoramic Bristol coach tour
Top notch Blue Badge Guide throughout
Free time at Bristol Christmas Markets
Optional Bristol walking tour with the guide

Available weekdays 09 November to 20 December 2018
Adults & Seniors: £29
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TOP TEN CHRISTMAS TOURS
MAD JACK FULLER CHRISTMAS LUNCH
Ring the changes to the same old Christmas lunch for your group.
Meets 10.30am at Bodiam Castle to buy morning coffee, whet the
appetite with a gentle morning tour on the Mad Jack Fuller trail,
arrive for a welcome sherry followed by a slap up Christmas lunch
followed by an afternoon of board games, conversation and
quizzing before tea and mince pies are served. Head home 4.30pm.
This day includes:
•
•
•

Morning sightseeing tour on the Mad Jack Fuller trail
Welcome glass of sherry, Christmas lunch with all the
trimmings, mince pies with tea/coffee
Games and quiz afternoon

Mondays – Wednesdays November, December & January
Adults & Seniors: £35

1

15 miles

ESSEX HIGHLANDS CHRISTMAS LUNCH
Explore a little known and beautiful part of Essex that’s anything
but flat! Enjoy a Christmas lunch with all the trimmings and a
sociable afternoon of board games, chin wagging and relaxing by
the fire. How does that sound for a group lunch with a difference?
This day runs 10.30am to 4.30pm and includes:
•
•
•
•

Morning visit to Saffron Walden
Essex Highlands coach tour
Welcome glass of sherry, Christmas lunch with all the
trimmings, mince pies with tea/coffee
Games & quiz afternoon (or chat and doze by the fire!)

Available weekdays November, December and January
Adults & Seniors: £34

1
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HALF DAY
& EVENINGS
THE LONDON FILM
LOCATIONS TOUR

From the Long Good Friday to
Harry Potter and from James
Bond to Bridget Jones we show
you the locations in one of the
world’s most filmic cities. But the
tour goes way beyond locations
as we reveal fascinating facts
about how filming in London
works. Where do you start when
you want to close Trafalgar
Square for Wonder Woman or
Westminster Bridge for James
Bond? Whose permission do
you need to film a building and
what on earth has the European
Court of Human Rights got to do
with making a film? What is being
filmed in London right now and
where do the movie stars stay
when they are filming here.
How can you become a movie
extra or have your house star in
the next Hollywood block buster?
It’s a fascinating insight in the life
of lights, camera and action in the
capital city.
The London Film locations tour
doubles as a rather fun tour of
the great sights of London too
because why should tourists
have all the fun!

’ORRIBLE OXFORD
An afternoon or evening walking
tour, with or without pub stops.
Beneath the towering spires of
Oxford meet the infamous, the
murderous, the mysterious and
the scandalous. Oxford has seen
bloody sieges, riots, plague &
religious persecution. Do you
believe in ghosts? The answer is
probably no. Unless you’ve seen
one. In which case, however
reluctantly, the answer is yes.
It’s ‘Orrible. It’s Oxford. Daily all
year, optional fish & chip suppers.

Adults & Seniors: £15
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Optional Tour Timings
1. Start the tour at 2.30pm and
finish at 6.00pm. Have a free
morning in town for the galleries,
museums and shopping or spend
an enjoyable hour or two at the
famous Borough Farmers Market
scene of many a film shoot.
Adults & Seniors £13pp
2. We can book you in for a hotel
roast lunch and coffee at 1.00pm
ready to start the tour at 2.30pm
and go home at 6.00pm.
Adults & Seniors: £24pp
3. Start the tour at 2.30pm and sit
down to a slap up 3-course hotel
carvery with coffee at 5.30pm
and head home at 7.00pm.
Adults & Seniors: £29pp
3. Start with a 3-course hotel
carvery with coffee at 5.30pm,
tour from 7.00pm and head home
at 9.30pm.
Adults & Seniors: £29pp
4. An evening tour from 6.30pm
with three pub stops and go
home at 10.00pm.
Adults & Seniors: £13pp
Available daily all year

LONDON IN SONG

LIMELIGHT!

Do you remember the old days
when everyone enjoyed a singsong
on the coach? Well those days
are back with song sheets, part
singing and a fully guided tour.
Available as a morning, afternoon
or fun night out daily all year, our
singing Guide joins your coach
for a musical tour of Old London
Town. From the West to the East
End and all the bits in between, we
recapture the cockney spirit of old
time Music Hall and Vaudeville.
Add a pub supper or hotel carvery.

Join our entertaining Blue Badge
guide for a London Theatreland
Walking Tour. With a stroll
along the Strand, a cut through
Covent Garden and a saunter on
Shaftesbury Avenue you’ll really
get to know the most famous
theatre district in the world. The
walk covers less than a mile and
lasts for about 90 minutes. Start
times can be tailored to your plans
for the day and you can add a two
course hotel carvery or theatre
matinée. Available daily all year.

Adults & Seniors: £14

Adults & Seniors: £13
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Balderdash, baloney & claptrap!
If you ‘re looking for a fun tour
with a difference, you’ll love The
Liars Tour - first offered in 1995!
An afternoon or evening tour of
mischievous devilment as we vex
you with our ridiculous truths
and plausible inventions. Unique
and marvellously entertaining.
Our Blue Badge guide meets
your coach to take you on an
entertaining tour, winding away
through lesser-known districts
of the Capital. But this is a tour
with a difference. We will tell
you a number of stories, they are
funny, a little bit odd – and not all
of them are true. All you have to
do is decide which is which. The
good news is that you don’t have
to write anything down as we go
along and better still, you don’t
even have to remember anything!
The afternoon tour starts after
lunch and lasts 90 minutes
followed by an hour for tea and
the quiz answers and is ideal as a
companion to a morning visit to
the Houses of Parliament.
The evening tour is in two fortyfive minute sections with pub

stops midway and at the end
with the option of drinks only or
add a pub supper.

HALF DAY
& EVENINGS

At the end of the tour you’ll be
given quiz sheets reminding you
of the stories you’ve heard. All
you have to do is decide which
you believe and enter your choice
with a simple tick. It’s as easy
as filling in your lottery ticket.
But beware truth really can be
stranger than fiction. You don’t
need any specialist knowledge to
play. All that is required is a sense
of humour - the only straight face
on the coach will belong to your
Liars Tour Guide.

THE LIARS TOUR!

The Guide will tot up the scores
while you enjoy a drink or a meal.
We’ll go through all the answers
and the winner will be presented
with a prize and lots of kudos.
We can guarantee two things,
you’ll all enjoy a good laugh and
you’ll never knowingly play poker
with a Tour Guide!
Available daily all year
Adults & Seniors £16 with hot drink
Add fish & chips £12pp

CANTERBURY TALES

THE V&A
CHRISTMAS QUIZ

LONDON - THE
SINISTER SIDE

Join us in the City of Canterbury for
a late afternoon early evening tour:
• Sit with the Cathedral choir
for Choral Evensong weekdays
5.30pm or weekends 3.15pm.
• Enjoy a drink in the Old
Buttermarket and a short
and illuminating city trail
• Entertaining coach tour
• End with a pub stop or optional
fish & chip supper (£12pp)
before heading home at
9.30pm (7.30pm weekends)
• Available daily all year

This little gem of a quiz calls upon
a range of skills from general
knowledge to word puzzle solving.
Arrive at the V&A for lunch, enjoy
a fascinating hour with the Blue
Badge guide in the triumphant new
Europe Galleries and play the quiz
in the British Galleries in teams of
up to 6 people. This erudite and
challenging quiz is as entertaining
as it is exasperating. Sharing prize
for the winning team. Available
daily throughout Nov & Dec 2017.

Join our Guide to seek out ghosts,
gangsters and the mystery of Jack
the Ripper. Investigate the ghosts
of Theatreland, the macabre
tale of the pickled admiral and a
saucy scandal or two. Our popular
tour is coach based so you can be
entertained and stay warm with no
walking involved except to the bar
and back. Available daily all year
for an afternoon or evening tour
with the option of adding a pub
supper or hotel carvery meal.
Three hours from start to finish.

Add a 3-course hotel carvery £16pp

Adults & Seniors: £13
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London Theatre & Carvery Packages
For less than the face value of the ticket alone
you could offer your members a top price seat
for a West End matinee, a three course hotel
carvery with coffee and the coach there and back!
What’s more, our London Theatre & Carvery
package is a Jam Buster helping you to avoid
the London rush hour at both ends of the day.
You can arrive in London between midday and
1.00pm to buy a bite to eat near the theatre and
after the matinee performance you’ll take your
seats in an attractive hotel in Bloomsbury for
a three course carvery meal including coffee.
It’s a dream for group organisers with no menu
selections to make - just let us know about anyone
with special dietary requirements so we can make
sure that they are looked after. And that’s it.
And if a top price seat for a top West End show,
a three course hotel carvery with coffee and the
coach travel there and back for less than the face
value of the theatre ticket isn’t enough? Just wait
until your group discover that, despite being in a
top London hotel, they are going to be paying pub
prices for their drinks! Oh my they are going to
love you! Yes, I did say pub prices: a glass of wine
is not much more than £2. Bam! A bottle of classic
St Emilion red wine - the perfect accompaniment
to your carvery meal. £16. Bam! Actually wines
by the bottle start at £12 and reach the giddy
heights of £20 for a top Prosecco.
The recently refurbished Carvery elegantly
combines traditional quality with modern
comfort. Enjoy classic carvery cooking and an
impressive wine list in handsome surroundings.

£49 Packages

Kinky Boots (Adelphi) Wednesday
Mamma Mia (Novello) Thursday
Phantom of the Opera (Her Majesty’s) Thursday
The Woman in Black (Fortune) Tues, Thurs

£55 Packages

42nd Street (Drury Lane) Wednesday
An American in Paris (Dominion) Wednesday
Dreamgirls (Savoy) Thursday
Matilda (Cambridge) Wednesday
Wicked (Apollo) Wednesday & Saturday
Aladdin (Prince Edward) Thursday
Motown (Shaftesbury) Thursday

£59 Packages

Les Miserables (Queens) Wednesday
Jam Busting London Theatre & Hotel Carvery
Packages mean that you miss the rush hour
coming in and going home. And by seeing the
show first and having the meal afterwards with
plenty to talk about no one will have to struggle
to stay awake through the show! And when you
get home? There’s no supper to make. Just kick
off your shoes and relax. Lovely!
Talk to Gyll on 0208 692 1133.
We can pick out the best seats available for your
group. What’s more we’ll send you very clear
instructions on exactly what to do on the day
for a seamless and stress free experience.

And it’s all based on that great English tradition:
the roast dinner. You’ll find roast beef and
Yorkshire pudding, or roast pork with apricot
and sage stuffing. And we always make sure
there’s a Vegetarian dish of the day.
What Shows Can We Choose?
Any show you want - just ask. All tickets are top
seats and you can choose stalls or dress circle.
Remember that the face value of these tickets is
between £68 and £75 but the prices given below
include the 3-course hotel carvery with coffee.
You book your own coach locally for a combined
package less than the face value of the theatre
ticket alone. Here are some price examples.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019
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Introducing the City &
SleepOvers are our short
breaks of one to four
nights in the UK for groups
of 25 or more people.
If you have seen days out
in our brochures over the
years that you like the look
of but they are just too far
for your group to enjoy as
a day trip now you can
come and SleepOver.
SleepOvers are as easy to
book as our day trips

Enjoy a SleepOver with
the experts in what you
do when you get there.
We create original and
entertaining itineraries with
our team of top notch Blue
Badge guides and then hand
pick well run and interesting
hotels that you’ll love as much
as our days out.

The Price You See is
What You Pay - There
Are No Hidden Extras
What you see on the page is
exactly what you will pay.
For the sightseeing elements
absolutely all admissions are
included and all guides are top
notch Blue Badge guides.
There’s none of this prices from
business - you won’t call us to
find that the price in the
brochure is only available
if you come in February.
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Free Organiser Place
& Looking After Your
Coach Driver
Prices are for a minimum 25
people and there is always
a free place for the organiser.
All SleepOvers include bed
and board and overnight
parking for your driver.

Prices include up to
Ten Single Rooms Free
of Supplement
With up to ten rooms for
singles included free of
supplement you won’t end
up chopping up your free
place to offset the cost for
your single travellers.

Your Members Money
is 100% Safe With Us
Our 100% Passenger
Payment Protection means
that every penny of your
members money is fully
covered in compliance
with the Package Travel
Regulations.

Your Peace of Mind
And for your peace of mind
we also include free Group
Travel Organiser Liability
Insurance on every trip.
While you are away you
will have a 24 emergency
contact number so you can
always reach us.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

Village Tours SleepOver
We are taking SleepOver bookings for all dates
in 2018 and through into 2019 and beyond...
How to Book a SleepOver
59-8 Days Before Departure: Cancellations

Day One: Initial Reservation
Reserve a SleepOver with a £100 deposit per group
which is refundable in full right up to 120 days before
the departure . Book your own coach or ask for a quote
including coaching. We can book your favourite coach
company and driver to bring every penny of your
member’s money under the one umbrella of our 100%
Passenger Payment Protection and you’ll benefit from
additional free places. Once you’ve paid the £100
deposit we’ll make 4-page colour mini- brochures for
your members describing the trip and hotel in detail
with lots of lovely photographs.

120 Days: Individual Deposits
120 days before the trip if you do not wish to proceed
your deposit will be refunded in full. To go ahead we’ll
now ask for individual deposits of £50pp for SleepOvers
up to £300pp in value or £100pp for a SleepOver over
£300pp. If any individual cancels from now up to 60
days before the holiday when the balance falls due
we will refund their deposit less an admin charge of
£5pp so long as 25 people remain on the booking.

Some refunds for cancellation within this period may be
available and are limited to admission fees, boat and train
fares and day trip lunches. Refunds for theatre tickets can
be made up to 42 days before the performance date.

Less Than 7 Days Before Departure Date
No refunds are available.

Rooming Lists & Final Names
The rooming list is required with final payment but names
and tour payments are transferable between individuals
right up to the date of departure subject to an admin fee
of £25 per amendment.

Booking Less Than 120 Days Before Departure
For SleepOvers booked less than 120 days before the
departure date individual deposits will be required at the
time of booking. For SleepOvers booked less than 60 days
before the departure date full payment will be required
at the time of booking.

Feel free to call us and we can talk you through
the whole process of booking a SleepOver.

60 Days Before Departure:
Paying the balance

EYour Coach or Ours

The final balance is due 60 days before departure.
Latecomers are welcome after this time subject to
availability and receipt of payment in full.

Refundable Deposits
To reserve a SleepOver for
your group we ask you to
pay a deposit of £100 that’s just one payment
to cover the whole group.
The £100 group deposit is
refundable in full right up
until 120 days before
departure at which point
you can either have the
deposit back or you pay
individual deposits to move
forward with the booking.

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

Book your own coach and
we’ll always provide bed
& board for your driver as
well as overnight parking.

Entirely Free Colour
Mini-Brochures to
Help Promote the Trip
Once you’ve paid the group
deposit we’ll send you as
many personalised free
colour mini-brochures as
you need to encourage your
members to sign up.
Our attractive brochures
describe the SleepOver in
detail with descriptions
and photographs of the
hotel and the places you’ll
visit while you’re way.

Some SleepOvers include the
coach (max 160 miles from
hotel). On 5-day holidays this
saves you money because you
don’t pay for the coach to sit
idle on the free day in resort
when it isn’t needed.
If you want we can book your
preferred coach company
and favourite driver on your
behalf and include the cost
of this in our package. This
will bring every penny of your
members money under our
100% Passenger Payment
Protection. And if we book
your coach company you’ll get
extra free places so that as
many as one in ten travel free.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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The London SleepOver Special Offer			
We have designed this super value
package for groups who like the
look of one of our London day trips
but it’s just too far to come just
for the day. Without breaking the
bank here is a one night SleepOver
at our home hotel - the family run
Clarendon Hotel on Blackheath by
Greenwich Park where the London
Marathon starts.
Day One: Arrive at a time to suit
you. Head straight to the hotel
(check in is from 2.30pm) or spend
some time in Royal Greenwich
to enjoy the markets (Wed-Sun)
and the free attractions including
the Queens House and National
Maritime Museum and then its
just a 5 minute coach transfer up
to Blackheath and the Clarendon
Hotel. The evening is yours. Eat
in the hotel or with genteel and
elegant Blackheath village on the
doorstep there is a wide choice
of pubs and restaurants to hand.
Blackheath Concert Halls are also
a short walk from the hotel and
offer an interesting programme
throughout the year.
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Day Two: After breakfast the Blue
Badge Guide arrives for a day out.
What would you like to do today?
This package is available with the
following day trips:
Barrow Boys & Bankers
Many Queens & Clarence House
Legal London • Dynasty
Hidden London & the Regents Canal

Olympic Icons • The People’s Post
William Morris & the Olympic Park
London’s Burning
All Our Waterloos
Jewish London, Secret London
Pomp & Ceremony
Hampstead - a London Village
Faith, Hope & Charity
Ghosts, Gallows & Gangsters
Capital Curios • Kill or Cure
Coronations & Celebrations
Royal London & Buckingham Palace
with 2 course carvery and coffee at
the Rubens at the Palace Hotel is
available for an additional £25pp.
Tell us what time suits you to start
the journey home - 3.30pm, 4pm,
6pm? It’s your trip and your call.

2 days

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 night B&B at the 3* Clarendon Hotel
Blue Badge Guided tour
Choice of tour for 2nd day
Day trips include lunch where described
10 Single rooms without supplement
Free driver half board accommodation
and overnight parking
• Free place for the group organiser
• 100% Passenger Payment Protection
• Free GTO Liability Insurance
Add an Afternoon Thames Tea Cruise on
Day One (3.15pm to 4.45pm) for £32pp

£119pp minimum 25 people
Throughout 2018 and at this price to end March 19

THE HOTEL
The 3* Clarendon Hotel occupies a row of
handsome Georgian residences overlooking
Blackheath. There are 175 rooms and an
attractive resident’s lounge and bar.
Standard facilities in all rooms include
modern en suite bathrooms, Flat screen TVs
and coffee and tea making facilities. The
hotel’s housekeeping is impeccable and
rooms are tastefully decorated reflecting
the individuality of the Clarendon Hotel.

The Great Stink & London’s Lost Rivers 		
Two thousand years ago the
Romans enjoyed indoor plumbing
at their villas but until a couple of
hundred years ago Londoners were
still throwing the contents of their
chamber pots out of the window.
The streets of London were shaped
by its many rivers but, where
once they served the city, as the
population grew so they became
its deadliest problem.
In 1858 the long hot summer
became The Great Stink as raw
sewage from the growing city
emptied into the Thames turning
into an open sewer. Something had
to be done and that something was
one of the most remarkable feats of
civil engineering ever seen. Join us
for a unique SleepOver that tells the
story of London’s lost rivers with
a visit to Sir Joseph Bazalgette’s
Cathedral of Sewage on a special
steaming day. On day two we’ll tell
the story of London’s Lost Rivers
with a Thames cruise, a short
walk and a coach tour following
the River Fleet up to its source on
Hampstead Heath where we visit
beautiful Kenwood House.

Come and meet the Blue Badge
guide at midday on the Sunday for
a 2-course lunch before we visit
the Cathedral of Sewage to see
the beautifully restored Prince
Consort engine fired up and under
steam. This is one of the most
remarkable visits in all of London.
It’s a short drive from Crossness to
the Clarendon Hotel where we will
arrive to check in at 5.00pm with
plenty of time to brush up before
a three course, three choice meal
is served in the hotel restaurant.
On Monday morning, the Blue
Badge Guide will meet us in the
hotel and after check out we’ll
drive down to Greenwich to board
a one hour Thames Cruise to
Westminster to step ashore on
Bazalgette’s Victoria Embankment
built to house his massive sewer.
We’ll tell the story of spending a
penny from Roman times and track
London’s lost rivers. There will be
time to buy a light lunch before
visiting Kenwood House, a grand
18th century house gifted to the
nation by the Guinness family.
You’ll be heading home by 4.00pm.

2 days

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 night DBB at the 3* Clarendon Hotel
Blue Badge guide on both days
2 course Sunday lunch
Visit to Crossness Engines Steaming Day
Thames River Cruise
London’s Lost Rivers guided tour
Visit to Kenwood House
10 Single rooms without supplement
Free driver half board accommodation
and overnight parking
• Free place for the group organiser
• 100% Passenger Payment Protection
• Free GTO Liability Insurance

£179pp minimum 25 people
Available selected Sunday/Mondays April-Oct

THE HOTEL
The 3* Clarendon Hotel occupies a row of
handsome Georgian residences overlooking
Blackheath Village. There are 175 rooms
and an attractive resident’s lounge and a bar.
Standard facilities in all rooms include:
modern en suite bathrooms, Flat screen
TVs and coffee and tea making facilities.
The housekeeping is impeccable and all
rooms are tastefully decorated reflecting
the individuality of the Clarendon Hotel.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Saver London Theatre SleepOver 			 2 days
Come for a West End Matinee
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday or
Saturday and stay that night at the
3* Clarendon Hotel in Blackheath
Village, a five minute walk across
the heath to Greenwich Park and
enjoy free time the following day to
enjoy the free Greenwich attractions
including the National Maritime
Museum and the Queens House .
From Wednesday to Sunday there
are also markets.
Arrive in the West End at midday for
a bite to eat before your matinee
performance - remember you don’t
all have to see the same show. We’ll
always reserve the best top price
seats available and your members
can request dress circle or stalls
within the top price band. We will
liaise with your coach company and
advise the best West End drop off
and pick up points for your choice
of shows.
After the matinee stay in the West
End for supper or head to the
hotel (8 miles from Shaftesbury
Avenue) for check in and enjoy the

pubs and cafés on your doorstep in
well-heeled Blackheath village.
Choose from the following Matinee
Shows:
Tuesday: The Woman in Black
Wednesday: Wicked, Les Miserables,
Dreamgirls, The Lion King, Matilda
the Musical
Thursday: Motown the Musical,
The Phantom of the Opera
Kinky Boots, or Mamma Mia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 night B&B at the 3 * Clarendon Hotel
20 Single rooms free of supplement
Top price Matinee ticket
Choice of West End Theatre shows
Free time in Greenwich
Free time in Blackheath
Free place for Group Organiser
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
Free time in London for evening meal
100% Passenger Payment Protection
Free GTO Liability Insurance

£109-£119pp minimum 25

Saturday: Wicked,
The Phantom of the Opera or
Kinky Boots

Price valid to March 2019

To book a show not on this list please
ask for a price.
On the second day of your SleepOver
check out after a big breakfast and
spend the day in Royal Greenwich
before heading home at a time to
suit your group.

THE HOTEL
The 3* Clarendon Hotel is occupies a row
of eighteenth century residences with
commanding views across Blackheath to
Royal Greenwich Park with 20th century
additions to the rear of the hotel. There are
175 rooms with views of the heath or the
secluded, walled garden to the rear, which
is open to residents. The Clarendon Hotel
has been independently owned by the same
family for over 40 years. The housekeeping
is impeccable.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Harry Potter & The Half-Blood Prince Cream Tea Cruise
This overnight stay combines a visit
to the Warner Brothers Studio tour
to see the sets from the Harry Potter
film series and a day with a top notch
Blue Badge guide on our ever popular
Olympic Park tour, visiting the
London Aquatic Centre and the
Velodrome and complete a super
2 day break with the Lee Valley
Cream Tea Cruise .
Once production on the eight Harry
Potter films ended at Hertfordshire’s
Leavesden Studios Warner Brothers
film makers were left with a treasure
trove of thousands of beautifully
crafted objects and full working sets.
From the Great Hall to Diagon Alley
and the Gryffindor Common room
this tour is not just for the kids or
even just for Harry Potter fans - it’s
a fascinating insight into large scale
film production and above all else
it’s great fun. Aim to arrive at the
studio for about 1pm for a visit of
about three and a half hours to fully
appreciate the magnificent sets and
the magical world of Warner Bros
& Harry Potter. There are cafés and
shops on site. Of course there are!
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Once everyone is done casting spells
and drinking Butter Beer, it’s back on
the coach for the 15 minute drive to
the hotel. Free time have a swim or
simply relax and freshen up before a
3 course, 3 choice dinner is served.
After a hearty breakfast, the Blue
Badge guide arrives to accompany
you to the Olympic Park in Stratford.
You’ll visit the Velodrome, to see the
sharply raked track, sit in the top
price seats from the 2012 Games
at the Olympic swimming pool and
enjoy a short trail into the park to
see what we got for £9 billion! The
landscape architecture and planting
alone is quite something. We break
for a two course lunch with coffee in
the park at the Podium Cafe at the
Orbit - that’s the big red twisty thing.
After lunch we follow the River Lee
from the Olympic Park up through
a slip of Epping Forest to the rural
end of the Lee Valley for a 90 minute
cream tea cruise. You’ll be ready to
head home from Broxbourne, Herts
on the A10 near Junction 25 of the
M25 at 5.15pm.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 night DBB at the 4* Holiday Inn Elstree
10 Single rooms free of supplement
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
Warner Brothers Studio Tour ticket
Blue Badge guide for day two
Tour of the Olympic Park, Stratford
Entrance to the Velodrome
Entrance to the London Aquatic Centre
2 Course light lunch at the Orbit Cafe
Free Organiser place & liability insurance
100% Passenger Payment Protection

£185pp minimum 25 people
Available Thurs- Sunday until end of December 2018

THE HOTEL
Just 15 minutes away from the Harry Potter
Studio Tour the 4* Holiday Inn Elstree is the
perfect base for this short break. This
modern hotel has 135 spacious bedrooms,
with a unique ‘pillow menu’ to ensure a
restful slumber. Guests can also make full
use of the hotels heated swimming pool.
There is lounge bar and restaurant where
you will be served a 3-course, 3-choice
evening meal and a full cooked and
continental breakfast.

The Bedford Sunday Night SleepOver
Based at the 4* Georgian Swan Hotel
in Bedford’s Cultural Quarter
overlooking the Great Ouse, this two
day break is a real treat for 2017.
If you don’t know Bedford it will
come as a very pleasant surprise.
With an afternoon tea cruise
exclusively for your group, a
3-course, 3-choice Sunday evening
dinner and a cooked breakfast we
suggest that you come hungry!
And not just for food but also for
knowledge too because on the
Monday we have a really enjoyable
day out for you in the company of one
of our top notch Blue Badge Guides.
Arrive Sunday lunchtime and enjoy
an exclusive two hour afternoon tea
Ouse Cruise. For the rest of the day
there’s time to enjoy the Roman
style pool or maybe some will like to
visit the free Cecil Higgins Museum &
Gallery which is immediately behind
the hotel. The collection includes
beautiful paintings, ceramics and
glass. Then time to relax and
freshen up before a three course,
three choice dinner with coffee is
served at the handsome hotel.

On Monday morning, after a cooked
breakfast, the Blue Badge guide
arrives to take you for a day of
clangers and cults with a dash of
clematis or code breaking thrown in!
We begin with a short stroll through
the compact heart of Bedford
uncovering the links to Glenn Miller,
Bob Hope & Bing Crosby and visit
the very quirky museum of a now
defunct cult of middle class ladies
who took tea on the lawn certain
in their belief that the Messiah was
coming back to live in a terraced
Bedford house. Yes really!
In the afternoon we visit Bletchley
Park home of the World War Two
Code Breakers - Winners of the
Best Attraction for Groups in both
the 2015 and 2016 Group Travel
Awards or Kathy Brown’s Garden.
Judge’s wife Kathy is the Delia Smith
of container gardening and she’s no
slouch at clematis either with over
90 species in a garden that also has
special garden rooms planted to
recreate famous paintings! The
garden visit includes tea & cake.
Head for home at 5.00pm.

2 days

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 night DBB at the 4* Swan Hotel
3 Course, 3 Choice dinner with coffee
Cooked and Continental breakfast
10 Single rooms free of supplement
2 hour Sunday Afternoon Tea cruise
Blue Badge guided tour
Visit to Panacea Society Museum

• Visit Bletchley Park or Kathy Brown’s Garden

•
•
•
•

Free Driver half board accommodation
Free Overnight Coach Parking
Free Organiser place & liability insurance
100% Passenger Payment Protection

£195pp minimum 25 people
Available Sun/Mon from June to September 2019

THE HOTEL
The 4* Swan Hotel Bedford overlooks the
Great Ouse River in the Bedford heritage
quarter, this handsome Georgian spa hotel
has 113 rooms and all of them have been
recently refurbished. The beautiful Roman
baths inspired pool is open 7am to 10pm
and there’s also a jacuzzi - with no children
allowed on Sundays! Rooms have free
Wi-Fi, 32” LCD TVs and air conditioning. The
hotel has a lift to all floors.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Canterbury Cathedral SleepOver 			
Stay at the Cathedral Lodge in the
private precincts of the Cathedral
with your own private pass to swan
past the queue of tourists at the
gatehouse and come and go from
the Cathedral as often as you want
Arrive Sunday morning to drop your
bags at the Lodge and return to check
in after exploring the city.
Sit with the Cathedral choir at Choral
Evensong at 3.15pm to enjoy the
majesty of the Mother Church of the
worldwide Anglican Communion or
enjoy shopping and sightseeing in the
city. Lodge guests receive generous
discounts of up to 20% at a broad
range of restaurants within a short
walk of the lodge. Enjoy a drink at
one of the city’s hostelries or how
about coffee or a glass of wine and
a game of cards in the elegant and
book filled library?
On Monday after breakfast the Blue
Badge guide arrives at 9.00am for
your choice of tour. Each starts with
a gentle city walk and Cathedral visit
while both are quiet before returning
to the Lodge for check out. Enjoy
elevenses of tea, coffee and biscuits
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while the tour guide supervises
porterage of your luggage before an
entertaining afternoon tour before
heading home at 4.30pm.
Choose your afternoon option:
To Be A Pilgrim: The story of the
mediaeval pilgrimage industry with
visits to the 12th Century Eastbridge
Hospital, the oldest Christian church
in the English speaking world plus a
2-course lunch and visit to Sandwich
once the main pilgrim port.
Canterbury Curios & Whitstable,
Sandwich, Faversham or Wye:
Join the guide for a short walking
tour into Canterbury to pick out the
curios and little details you may have
missed on your own followed by a
2-course lunch and an afternoon
visit to Whitstable, Sandwich,
Faversham or Wye.
Canterbury Christmas SleepOver
Arrive Sunday to enjoy the City
sights, free museums and shopping.
Enjoy Choral Evensong and on the
Monday a Blue Badge guided scenic
tour of the Kent Downs, 2-course
lunch and McArthur Glen Designer
Outlet at Ashford.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 days

1 night B&B at the 4* Cathedral Lodge
Cooked and continental breakfast
Blue Badge guided tour
Unlimited access to the Cathedral
Admission to Eastbridge Hospital
Mid morning refreshments on Monday
2- Course lunch with coffee
Free Organiser place & liability insurance
100% Passenger Payment Protection
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking

£179pp minimum 25 people
Available Sun/Mon until March 2019

THE HOTEL
Canterbury Cathedral Lodge: this truly
special modern 4* Hotel is set in the grounds
of the Cathedral. The lodge has 35 elegant
ensuite bedrooms across two floors and is
arranged around a landscaped central
courtyard. Most rooms have Cathedral
views and guests receive their own pass
which allows unlimited access to the
Cathedral. Breakfasts are really quite
wonderful at the Lodge.

The Friars Pilgrimage Adventure
The theme of this two day break
combining two popular day trips A Medway Mosaic and Faversham
& Canterbury is the mediaeval
industry of pilgrimage. To enter into
the spirit we stay at Aylesford Priory
Guesthouse in 13th century monks
cells updated with all the mod cons
of the 1950s. Not for everyone then
but absolutely marvellous for groups
with a sense of adventure who would
enjoy something a bit different to
the usual hotel experience.
Aylesford Priory was built on the
banks of the River Medway in the
1200s by a returning Crusader.
The Carmelites were thrown out
by Henry VIII but came back in the
1950s and built new chapels onto the
surviving mediaeval buildings. Arrive
for a 3-course lunch at midday served
in the 13th century Pilgrims Hall
after which we drop our bags in our
rooms on the other side of the Great
Courtyard. Rooms are simple but
comfortable with hand basins and
shaving sockets. They are not ensuite
but facilities are plentiful with a
good ratio of showers and toilets
to bedrooms.

2 days

After lunch we head across the Kent
Downs in the footsteps of Chaucer’s
pilgrims to explore Faversham before
continuing onto Canterbury for a city
walking trail. There’s for time to buy
a cuppa before sitting with the choir
in Canterbury Cathedral for Choral
Evensong at 5.30pm (weekdays).
We arrive back at Aylesford for a
simple one course supper at 7.30pm.
In the morning a hearty breakfast
is served and then there is time to
enjoy the Priory grounds. Explore
the open air shrine leading to chapels
filled with striking modern stained
glass and beautiful ceramic wall
plaques. Gather for a three course
lunch before setting off with the
Blue Badge guide to tour the
mysterious Hoo Peninsula with far
reaching views across the Medway
estuary. We stop to visit the church
where Pip met the convict in the
opening scene of Dickens’ Great
Expectations before continuing into
Rochester for a town trail including
a guided tour of the Cathedral. There
is time to buy tea before beginning
the journey home at 5.30pm.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 night Full Board Aylesford Priory
Executive coaching throughout
3-course lunch both days
One-course supper
Cooked breakfast
Blue Badge guide both days
Faversham & Canterbury Tour
Choral Evensong at Canterbury Cathedral
Medway Mosaic Tour inc. Rochester
Free Organiser place & liability insurance
100% Passenger Payment Protection
No single room supplement

£219pp Includes coaching
Available to March 2019

THE GUESTHOUSE
The mediaeval Aylesford Priory Guesthouse
has 80 bedrooms set in acres of beautiful
grounds. Rooms are simple but comfortable
with hand basins and shaving sockets.
They are not ensuite - there is a good ratio
of shower rooms and toilets to bedrooms.
There is a communal lounge where guests
can relax and enjoy free tea and coffee.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Salisbury & Winchester Christmas Market
Enjoy a free day of shopping
and sightseeing in Salisbury
with a SleepOver at a handsome
4* Georgian hotel followed by a
Blue Badge guided tour of winter
landscapes in the beautiful Test
Valley with lunch and a visit to the
Norman Abbey in Romsey and
an afternoon at the Winchester
Christmas Market.
Arrive on Sunday in time in time
for a buffet lunch at the 4* Mercure
White Hart Hotel in the heart of
Salisbury. This compact city is laid out
on a mediaeval chequer board design
with over 500 listed buildings.
The afternoon is yours to enjoy
the Salisbury Christmas Market.
Choral Evensong at the Cathedral
is at 4.30pm all within a short and
flat walk from the hotel. In the
evening the hotel serves a three
course dinner. How about a game of
cards in front of the log fire?
The Blue Badge arrives after
breakfast on Monday to take you
on a scenic tour of winter landscapes
in the beautiful Test Valley.
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We stop in the genteel market town
of Romsey which you might
recognise as Kingsmarkham from the
TV adaptations of Ruth Rendell’s
Inspector Wexford. We visit the
magnificent Romsey Abbey and
track down a fun and unusual set
of hidden figures known as
grotesques - from the pagan
Sheel-na-gig to a whole bevy of
stone cats. We stay in Romsey for a
two course lunch with coffee before
driving through more landscapes of
ancient woodland, water-meadows
and rolling chalk hills to Winchester.
Once the heart of Alfred the Great’s
Wessex Winchester is one of
England’s most prosperous cities.
Hear all about St Swithin and Jane
Austen and enjoy Winchester
Christmas Market with more
than 100 gaily decorated wooden
chalets nestled against the walls
of the cathedral.
It’s up to you when to make tracks
for home. We’d suggest 4.45pm as
the earliest to allow sufficient time
to enjoy the day.

•
•
•
•

2 days

1 night DBB The 4* White Hart Salisbury
Buffet lunch at the hotel on arrival
3 course evening meal (3 choices)
5 Single rooms free of supplement

• Salisbury & Winchester Christmas Markets

•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue Badge guided tour
Romsey Abbey, & Test Valley Tour
Roast chicken lunch with hot drink
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
Free Organiser place & liability insurance
100% Passenger Payment Protection

£179pp
Available Sat/Sun until December 2018

THE HOTEL
Dating to the 17th century, The White Hart
has been Salisbury’s finest hotel for 400
years. The White Hart is a 5-minute walk
from Salisbury Cathedral in one direction
and the city centre and Salisbury Christmas
Market in the other. There are 68 modern
and classy rooms, a refined restaurant and
elegant bar and lounge areas. The three
floor historic hotel does not have a lift.

Birmingham Christmas Market 			
Enjoy one night at the brand new
Birmingham Park Regis - a very
swanky and centrally located 4*
star hotel and some shopping &
sightseeing in Britain’s Second City.
On Sunday spend free time in the
Birmingham Christmas Market,
the Christmas Craft Market and
the Mailbox and Bullring Shopping
Centres. On Monday there’s a Blue
Badge guided tour exploring
Britain’s Second City with visits to
three new Birmingham wonders –
the astonishing Library, the
fascinating Staffordshire Hoard
and the unique and quirky
Newman Brothers Coffin Works.
Check in at the hotel is from 3.00pm
but you could elect to arrive earlier
to maximise your shopping time in
the Frankfurt Christmas Market.
This is the largest authentic German
Christmas market outside of
Germany and Austria. Along with the
Birmingham Christmas Craft Market
there are 180 stalls with traditional
German items from wooden toys,
nativity scenes and marionettes
alongside seasonal sweets and drinks

as well as unusual and handmade
gifts including ceramics, candles,
glasswork, and jewellery and
Christmas decorations. The Mailbox
is Birmingham’s upmarket shopping
centre with a huge Harvey Nicholls.
Bullring has all the major High Street
brands alongside Selfridges and
Debenhams. In the evening sit
together for a three course, three
choice dinner & coffee at the hotel.
On Monday morning following
breakfast our Blue Badge guide for
an exciting day out showcasing some
of the new wonders of Birmingham.
We start with a City & Suburbs
Panoramic coach tour, enjoy views
across the city from the top of the
Library of Birmingham explore the
largest hoard of Anglo-Saxon gold
and silver at the Birmingham
Museum & Art Gallery and take a
tour of the City’s newest and
quirkiest attraction the Coffin Works
which made coffin furniture for
Churchill and the Queen Mum.
Begin your journey home at 4.00pm
or at a time to suit your group.

2 days
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 night DBB 4* Park Regis Hotel
Cooked and Continental Breakfast
3 course evening meal (3 choices)
10 Single rooms free of supplement
Birmingham Christmas Market
Free time for shopping in Birmingham
Blue Badge guided tour
Library of Birmingham, Coffin Works
& the Staffordshire Hoard
• Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
• Free Organiser place & liability insurance
• 100% Passenger Payment Protection

£179pp
Available November & December 2018

THE HOTEL
This Swanky £50 million international
opened in 2016 and is the first Park Regis
hotel in Europe. There are 253 rooms, two
restaurants, a gin bar, spa and gym. Your
room comes with a 42” flat screen television
and super fast WiFi. The hotel at the top
of Broad Street a ten minute walk from
the Birmingham Christmas Market and
the Bullring Shopping centre.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Royal Greenwich & West End Theatre
Sunday: Meet the Blue Badge guide
in the West End at midday for a
2-course carvery lunch at the Strand
Palace Hotel before a Thames River
Cruise to Greenwich to visit the
Cutty Sark . Check into the hotel
around teatime. The family run
Clarendon Hotel overlooks
Blackheath where the London
Marathon starts. The evening is
yours - Blackheath Village is on
your doorstep with over 20 different
places to eat from charming pubs
on the Heath to great restaurants.
Monday: A leisurely start to the day.
Enjoy a cooked breakfast before the
Blue Badge guide arrives at 10.30am
for a Greenwich sightseeing day.
You’ll visit Greenwich Park, the Old
Royal Observatory, the newly
refurbished Queens House and
National Maritime Museum where
there is free time to buy a light lunch.
We return to the hotel by 3.30pm
allowing time for a disco-nap before
a filling High Tea is served at 5.00pm
ready to leave the hotel by 6.00pm
for a night at the theatre - you
can choose top price seats from a
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selection of top shows - not everyone
has to see the same show!
Tuesday: After breakfast and hotel
check out the Blue Badge guide
arrives at 10.00am to take you for
a return flight on the Thames Cable
Car and a visit to Eltham Palace. Time
to buy a light lunch at the Palace
before heading for home at 3.00pm.
West End Theatre Show Choices
This SleepOver includes a top price
ticket for your choice of West End
show. Shows vary through the year
so we’ll tell you exactly what’s on
offer for your choice of dates but at
the time of publication this is the
list that you can choose from:
The Phantom of the Opera,
Les Miserables, Mamma Mia,
An American in Paris, Stomp
Motown the Musical, Thriller Live!,
The Play that Goes Wrong, Woman
in Black, Sunny Afternoon
& Beautiful: The Carole King Musical

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 days

2 nights B&B at the 3* Clarendon Hotel
10 Single rooms free of supplement
2-course carvery & coffee Strand Palace
Pre-theatre High Tea at hotel
Top price West End Theatre ticket
All entrances and fares
Free Group Organiser place
100% Passenger Payment Protection
GTO Public Liability Insurance
Blue Badge Guide throughout
Coach driver B&B & overnight parking

£295pp
Available Sat/Sun until March 2019

THE HOTEL
The 3* Clarendon Hotel occupies a row of
handsome Georgian residences overlooking
Blackheath Village. There are 175 rooms
and an attractive resident’s lounge and a bar.
Standard facilities in all rooms include:
modern en suite bathrooms, Flat screen
TVs and coffee and tea making facilities.
The hotel’s housekeeping is impeccable and
rooms are tastefully decorated reflecting the
individuality of the Clarendon Hotel.

Suffolk Coast & Countryside 				
This three day break will show you
some of the very best of Suffolk with
the option to leave your golfers
behind while you enjoy a day out
exploring the Suffolk Coast with
the Blue Badge guide.
Day One: Aim to arrive at midday
in East Bergholt, to meet the Blue
Badge guide for a light lunch at a
village pub. John Constable was born
here: he was baptised in the church
opposite the pub where we find an
unusual bell cage. You can choose a
visit to Flatford Mill to see the idyllic
setting for the Haywain or opt for a
short walking tour in the mediaeval
heart of Ipswich to see the cake-icing
Ancient House in the Buttermarket.
We’ aim to arrive at Ufford Park to
check in at 4.00pm so there is time
to settle in and explore before a
3-choice, 3-course dinner is served.
Why not bring your costumes and
enjoy a splash in the pool ?
Day Two: The Suffolk Coast with the
Blue Badge guide. On Tuesdays we
visit picture postcard Framlingham

where it is market day. Or we’ll visit
riverside Woodbridge where boat
building, sail and rope making dates
back to the Middle Ages. Next to
Aldeburgh where the Moot Hall,
once in the town centre, now teeters
at the water’s edge. A lovely drive via
the House in the Clouds takes us to
Edwardian Southwold where candy
coloured beach huts line the shore.
We’ll have 3 hours here to enjoy
this elegant town. Golfers can stay
behind to play the championship golf
course for which optional green fees
of £18pp are payable when you book
the trip.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 days

2 nights DBB 4* Ufford Park Hotel
2 course lunch in East Bergholt
Day 1 &2 with the Blue Badge Guide
Visits to Flatford Mill or Ipswich
Visits to Framlingham or Woodbridge
Visits to Aldeburgh and Southwold
90 minute Deben River Cruise
A visit to the Suffolk Food Hall
10 single rooms free of supplement
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
Free organiser place & liability insurance
100% Passenger Payment Protection

£259pp
Available Sun-Thurs until March 2019

Day Three: Breakfast and check
out this morning then a Tale of Two
Rivers with a short drive to
Old Waldringfield for a 90 minute
cruise along the River Deben before
calling in at the Suffolk Food Hall
with panoramic views across the
River Orwell - you could take
something home for your tea.
Start heading home by 3.00/3.30pm.

THE HOTEL
Set in 120 acres of historic parkland with
views over the Deben Valley this 90
bedroom low rise hotel has a fitness suite,
an indoor swimming pool and an 18 hole
Championship golf course. The hotel
restaurant is popular with residents and
locals alike and it is renowned for its use
of locally sourced ingredients.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Winchester & Portsmouth
Day One:
En route to Portsmouth, meet the
Blue Badge guide in Winchester
where we visit the Cathedral, the
longest mediaeval building in the
world. This is a Cathedral tour with
a difference – a people’s tour – more
folk than fabric. From a King rotten
to the core to the brave diver (yes
diver!) who saved the Cathedral.
and pick out the Jane Austen links in
the city where the author dies 200
years ago this year. We follow this
with a scenic drive through the Meon
Valley to the Royal Maritime Hotel
Portsmouth to check in for dinner.
Day Two:
After breakfast we depart the hotel
in the company of our local Blue
Badge guide . We are going to start
the day with panoramic tour to tell
the story of Portsmouth. You are
never far from the sea here - it is the
only UK city to be built on an island.
Alfred the Great founded the first
English Navy in Portsmouth and King
Henry VIII set up the Royal Dockyard
– Portsmouth continues to be the
home of the Royal Navy today.
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We will visit Palmerston’s Nelson
Fort up on the hill overlooking the
city and call in at the quirky early
Victorian Southwick Brewhouse
which last saw active service in 1957
when master brewer Dick Olding
hung up his keys for the last time.
We take a very pleasant flat walk
through Old Portsmouth before
taking a break to buy a light lunch
at Gunwharf Quay. The afternoon is
devoted to the Mary Rose
Museum in the Historic Royal
Dockyard. Your ticket also includes
the option of a harbour tour. On
returning to our centrally located
hotel to the hotel, the rest of the
afternoon is yours before your 3
course dinner is served in the hotel.
Day Three:
Check out after breakfast and leave
your bags with the hotel concierge.
Enjoy a free morning to enjoy
Portsmouth - enjoy a spot of
shopping at Gunwharf Quay or visit
the Spinnaker Tower before making
tracks for home early afternoon.

3 days
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 nights DBB Royal Maritime Hotel
Cooked & Continental Breakfast
3 course , 3 choice dinner each night
Blue Badge Guide Days 1 & 2
All entrances Day 1 & 2
10 single rooms free of supplement
Group organiser place inc everything
Coach Driver bed, board and parking
100% Passenger Payment Protection
Free GTO Liability Insurance

£295pp
Available Fri/Sat/Sun/Mon to January 2019

THE HOTEL
The 3* Royal Maritime Hotel was set up
to look after sailors and marines who
were “between ships”. The club gained
Royal patronage in 1855 when Prince Albert
visited the hotel. The hotel is still popular
with ex-serviceman but also welcomes non
Naval or Military groups. It is a 3* hotel with
a swimming pool that has recently been
refurbished and is just 200 yards from
the Historic Dockyard.

The Essex Curios SleepOver
Beloved of generations, Southend is
a great base for this three day break.
The 4* Park Inn by Radisson Palace
at Southend looks out over the water
on the Western Esplanade within a
few minutes’ walk of the beach,
gardens and shops. Nearby the
popular Cliffs Pavilion offers a wide
programme from touring musicals
to comedy and film.
Day One: Midday - meet the Blue
Badge Guide at Stow Maries
Aerodrome near Maldon in Essex
for a two course lunch with coffee
in the jolly bunting hung Mess Hall
before stepping back 100 years to
hear the story of the men tasked with
bringing down the Zeppelins. Next a
coach tour of lonely creeks and wide
horizons with a dash of witchcraft
before arriving in Southend to check
in at the hotel by 4.30pm.
A three-course three-choice dinner is
served in the sea-view hotel
restaurant this evening. Enjoy a walk
along the front after dinner or try
your luck at the in-house casino.

3 days

Day Two: Blue Badge guided tour
with a 2-course lunch with coffee.
Tour choices are:
Essex Gardens: RHS Hyde Hall, Beth
Chatto Garden, Abberton Reservoir.
Lunch in Colchester.
The Forgotten Essex Explorer:
The Romney Marsh of Essex,
St Peters-on-the Wall, Burnham
on Crouch, Chelmer & Blackwater
cruise. Lunch at Danbury.
Silk & Spies: Warner Silk Archive
and a quirky and fascinating private
with the real James Bond’s gadgets.
Carvery lunch in picture postcard
Finchingfield.
Man Made Wonders of Essex:
Abberton Reservoir, The Colne
Valley, beautiful Cressing Temple
and a carvery lunch in Finchingfield.
Day Three: After breakfast the day
is yours. You might want to sit on
the beach, explore the Kursaal or
take a short coach transfer to enjoy
some cockles at the quaint smuggling
haunt of Old Leigh. Hotel check out
is 11.00am but you can make the
most of the day and head home at
a time to suit your group.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 nights DBB Park Inn by Radisson Hotel
3 course, 3 choice dinner
Cooked and continental breakfast
10 Single rooms free of supplement
All entrances Days 1 & 2
Two course lunch with coffee day 1 & 2
Blue Badge guide for two days
Free place for the Group Organiser
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
100% Passenger Payment Protection
Free GTO Liability Insurance

£239pp
Available Mon- Fri until January 2019

THE HOTEL
This stylish 4* Hotel has 137 bedrooms
and is on the Western Esplanade looking
out over the River Thames aka the seaside!
There is a bar, lounge, casino and fitness
centre. Breakfast and dinner are served in
the bright and modern sea- view restaurant.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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The Super Swish Sussex SleepOver
A three day break staying in the heart
of Sussex at Buxted Park - a truly
magnificent country house hotel set
in 300 acres of Ashdown Forest
parkland. This tour combines three
of our most popular Sussex day trips.
Day One: Arrive at Saint Hill Manor
at midday for a 2-course lunch in the
extraordinary Monkey Room named
for the series of murals painted by a
nephew of Winston Churchill for an
American Ambassador’s wife.
A succession of distinguished and
eclectic owners from the Maharajah
of Jaipur to the prolific sci-fi author
and founder of Scientology L Ron
Hubbard have each left their stamp
on this 18th century house as we
discover on an intimate tour with
no roped off areas.
The manor lunch and visit is followed
by a coach tour of the Ashdown
Forest with our Blue Badge guide
before we arrive to check into the
Buxted Park Hotel where every
bedroom looks out onto the
immaculate gardens. This evening
enjoy the chef’s three course dinner

in the 2 AA Rosette restaurant with
three choices for each course.
Day Two: There’s a free morning
after breakfast to enjoy the hotel and
grounds. Why not sit on the terrace
and take in the views and fresh air?
At midday we head into Lewes with
the Blue Badge guide for free time to
buy a light lunch before a panoramic
tour of the South Downs & Devils
Dyke and a visit to the wonderful
Sussex Prairie Gardens where tea
and cake are served. We stop at a
handsome 4* hotel in beautiful
Bramber for a 2-course carvery
dinner with coffee before returning
to our hotel.
Day Three: We check out after
breakfast and head off with the
Guide for a tour of Mad Jack Fuller
Country and see some of the most
attractive countryside in all of
England. We also visit the pretty
town of Battle and take in Battle
Abbey where you can buy a light
lunch before heading for home
by 3.00/3.30pm

3 days
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 nights B&B at the 4* Buxted Park Hotel
3 course, 3 choice evening meal (night 1)
5 Single rooms free of supplement
2 course lunch & tour at Saint Hill Manor
2 course carvery dinner (night 2)
Blue Badge guide for three days
All entrance fees
Tea & Cake in the garden (day 2)
Free place for Group Organiser
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
100% Passenger Payment Protection
GTO Liability Insurance

£375pp
Available Sun/Mon until December 2018

THE HOTEL
A magnificent Georgian Palladian mansion,
set in 300 acres of parkland, part of the
Ashdown Forest. The night sky here is quite
marvellous. Buxted Park has played host
to the rich and famous for centuries from
William Wordsworth and Winston Churchill.
The accent is on high quality surroundings,
rooms, fixtures, and facilities. Enjoy fine
dining in the 2* AA Rosette restaurant under
head chef Mark Carter.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Sussex Coastal Curios & The South Downs
This five day break is based at a
4* seafront hotel in Eastbourne. With
three theatres, sandy beaches, the
Towner Art Gallery and the famous
Carpet Gardens Eastbourne is a
great base for a week away. We’ve
designed a 5 day itinerary that mixes
guided tours with special visits and
free time to do your own thing.
Day One: On the way to Eastbourne
we’ve arranged for a 2-course lunch
with coffee in the beautiful Monkey
Room followed by a house tour at
Saint Hill Manor in the Ashdown
Forest. Arrive at the hotel by 4.00pm
to check in and get ready for a
3-course, 3-choice dinner.
Day Two: One of our most
popular Blue Badge guided tours
- The Sussex Coastal Curios with
visits to the soaring chapel of Lancing
College and the remarkable Sistine
Chapel church at Goring with free
time for lunch and a paddle in
Worthing. Dinner at the hotel.
Day Three: A free day to enjoy
Eastbourne. Why not sit on the beach
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with a good book and later make
a pilgrimage to Fusciardis Italian
Ice Cream Parlour?
Day Four: Blue Badge guided tour.
Choose from:
Views & Vistas: From Beachy Head
and the South Downs to Lewes
where we stop for free time for lunch
and the new i360 on Brighton Beach.
Sussex & the Prairie Garden:
Explore the Adur Valley dotted with
pretty villages, stop for free time for
lunch in picture postcard Steyning
and visit the Sussex Prairie Garden
one of the most exciting new gardens
in England.
Day Five: Wave goodbye to
Eastbourne and following an hour’s
drive one last treat - steam through
the glorious Sussex countryside and
enjoy a Ploughman’s lunch on board
the Bluebell Railway. You’ll be ready
to begin the final leg of your journey
home by 2.30pm.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 days

Executive coach travel throughout
4 nights DBB seafront 4* Cavendish Hotel
10 Single rooms free of supplement
Two days with the Blue Badge guide
All entrances are included
2-course lunch & coffee on day 1
Free place for the Group Organiser
Free driver half board & parking
100% Passenger Payment Protection
Free GTO Liability Insurance

Extra free places on this tour for larger
groups - please call and ask for details.

£595pp Includes coaching
Available Sun- Thurs until March 2019

THE HOTEL
The 4* Cavendish Hotel is an impressive
Victorian hotel which commands the
premier position on Eastbourne’s
Grand Parade opposite the Band Stand.
There’s a spa, lounge bar, library, grand sea
view restaurant and a lift to all floors. The
hotel is superbly located a mere 5 minutes
away from the Devonshire Park Theatre,
Towner Gallery and Eastbourne Pier.

Sissinghurst & The Cinque Ports		
This carefully crafted five-day break
explores the Kent coast and
countryside with visits to Walmer
Castle and the White Cliffs, the
Battle of Britain Memorial, Deal,
the Romney Marsh with a ride on
the famous miniature railway to
Dungeness for fish & chips at the
legendary Pilot Inn plus two of the
outstanding treasures of the Kent
countryside – Sissinghurst Castle
and the Port Lympne Reserve.
Day One: En route to the coast stop
for a midday light lunch and visit at
Victoria Sackville-West’s
Sissinghurst Castle. Arrive at the
hotel by 4.00pm to check in and
relax before dinner is served.
Day Two: With the Blue Badge guide:
The Kent Downs, Battle of Britain
Memorial Experience, panoramic
views from the White Cliffs of Dover,
unspoilt Deal for free time to buy
lunch and visit Walmer Castle
Day Three: Free day – enjoy
Folkestone and the surrounding
area 2 Sept to 15 Nov 2017 sees the
4th Folkestone Triennial public art
festival. Walk along the Leas to the

Old Town for a Triennial guide and
explore. Alternatively take the bus
and explore the local area.
Day Four: Rye & The Romney Marsh
with the Blue Badge guide including
a mediaeval marsh church, a visit to
the station museum and a ride on
the miniature railway to Dungeness
to see the unique mix of fishermen’s
cottages and homes . Fresh fish &
chips are served at the legendary
Pilot Inn before an afternoon
exploring lovely Rye.
Day Five: Our week away concludes
with an exhilarating safari at Port
Lympne, with far reaching views
across the Romney Marsh and out
to sea. This important breeding
sanctuary returns endangered
species to the wild including black
rhinos and gorillas. This visit will
send you all home with broad smiles.
There’s time to see the gorilla
feeding time, visit the big cats and
the little meerkats and buy a light
lunch before beginning the drive
home at 3.00pm.

5 days
• Executive Coach travel throughout
• 4 nights DBB accommodation at the
3* Burlington Hotel, Folkestone
• Two days with the Blue Badge guide
• 10 Single rooms without supplement
• Free driver half board accommodation
• Absolutely all admissions and train fares
• Light lunch at Sissinghurst Castle
• Fish & chip lunch at the Pilot Inn
• Free place for the group organiser
• 100% Passenger Payment Protection
• GTO Liability Insurance

£495pp Includes coaching
Available Monday-Friday until March 2019

THE HOTEL
The 3* Burlington hotel is a family run hotel
with 60 bedrooms. The housekeeping is
immaculate and all bedrooms are ensuite
and come with the usual in room amenities.
The hotel’s Bay Tree Grill restaurant is well
known in the local area and plays host to
modern British menus inspired by
ingredients that are locally sourced.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Victoria’s Diamond Isle 						
We’ve been taking groups to the Isle
of Wight on day trips for more than
a decade - now we relish the
opportunity to bring you a whole
week of wonders on Victoria’s
Diamond Isle.
This five day SleepOver includes
executive coach travel and ferry
crossings for up to 53 people, four
nights dinner, bed and breakfast at a
hotel facing Sandown’s golden beach
with evening entertainment on offer
and a stimulating and varied
programme of sightseeing including
two days out with a top notch Blue
Badge Guide.
Day One: After a midday ferry
crossing enjoy a three hour visit to
Queen Victoria’s beloved summer
home Osborne House furnished with
money raised by selling off the Royal
Pavilion at Brighton.
Arrive at the hotel by 5.00pm and
check in with complimentary tea &
coffee. Each night a three-course,
three-choice dinner with coffee is
served in the hotel.
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Day Two: 10.00 to 4.30pm Blue
Badge guided tour starting with an
exhilarating Island panoramic taking
in downlands and soaring cliffs,
fishing villages, long beaches and
farms fringed by woodland. Visits
to Mottistone, Dimbola Lodge, free
time for lunch at Yarmouth with an
afternoon on the beach or optional
two-hour walk with the guide across
Tennyson Down to Freshwater Bay.
Day Three: Free day. Enjoy the
beautiful sandy beach that faces
the hotel or take the train to Ryde,
Shanklin or Brading.
Day Four: Blue Badge guide 10.00am
to 4.30pm On today’s itinerary we
explore more of the varied island
landscapes in the company of a true
island expert with visits to Ventnor
Botanic Garden and Carisbrooke
Castle and we go fossil hunting with
an expert on the Dinosaur Island.
Day Five: After breakfast we check
out and enjoy a steam train ride
before the late lunch time ferry
crossing and drive home.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 days

4 nights DBB at the 3* Trouville Hotel
Executive coaching throughout
Return Ferry Crossings
5 Single rooms free of supplement
2 days with the Blue Badge guide
Absolutely all admissions
Free organiser place & liability insurance
100% Passenger Payment Protection

£495pp Includes coaching
Price to end of March 2019

THE HOTEL
3* Trouville Hotel, Esplanade, Sandown
Popular seafront hotel facing the gorgeous
sandy beach. Most of the 88 cosy and
functional rooms have sea views and all are
accessed by lift. Excellent housekeeping,
service and food. 4 lanes of short mat bowls.
Music and dancing in the hotel’s stylish
ballroom - the largest on the island. Guests
enjoy complimentary tea & coffee on arrival.

Yorkshire & Hull					
Enjoy a week away in Yorkshire,
staying in either Scarborough or
Leeds and experience the very best
Yorkshire has to offer. With visits to
York and Hull - The City of Culture
for 2017 - and the James Herriot
Museum in Thirsk and free time to
explore Robin Hood Bay and Whitby.
Day One: En route to your hotel, we
make a stop at a market town for free
time for lunch; ask at time of booking
for the one most suitable for your
group. Check in and freshen up at the
hotel before the 3-course, 3-choice
evening meal is served.
Day Two: The Blue Badge guide will
meet us at the hotel to head to James
Herriot country and a visit to his
house and surgery in Thirsk. Enjoy
some time for lunch in this handsome
market town. In the afternoon enjoy
a panoramic tour of York before a
visit to either York Minster or the
Jorvik Viking Centre. We head back
to the hotel late afternoon to enjoy
dinner.
Day Three: A free morning to enjoy
Scarborough or Leeds depending on

5 days

where you stay. In the afternoon take
the coach and explore Robin Hood
Bay and the seaside town of Whitby famed for Bram Stoker’s Dracula.
Day Four: We spend a day with the
Blue Badge guide in Hull, The City
of Culture for 2017. We see the
Humber Bridge, Docks as well as the
historic old town and spend time in
the recently refurbished Ferens Art
Gallery which will host the Turner
Art prize in 2017. There are special
events every day in 2017 and we
will also visit the Maritime Museum.
You’ll love Hull!
Day Five: We check out of the hotel
and make tracks for home. The tour
cost includes a visit to an historic
house on the way home - we’ll discuss
this with you to pick out the right
property to interest your group that
is suitable to your journey home.

• 4 nights DBB Leeds or Scarborough
• Single rooms free of supplement:
5 in Scarborough, 10 in Leeds
• Blue Badge guide for 2 days
• All entrance fees
• Full day tour Hull - City of Culture
• Free Group Organiser Place
• Free driver bed and board
• Overnight coach parking throughout
• 100% Passenger Payment Protection
• Free GTO Liability Insurance

£459pp
Available Mon-Fri to end March 2019

THE HOTELS
3* Esplanade Hotel, Scarborough:
With fantastic views over the bay this
cosy 70 bedroom hotel is a great pick.
3* Jurys Inn Hotel, Leeds: Based in Brewery
Wharf, this 248 room hotel is a great base.
4* Q Hotel, Leeds: Luxury Art Deco hotel
with 215 rooms furnished with all the
modern amenities you’d expect from a
4* Hotel. Slap bang in the city centre.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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The Villages of London					
An erudite and entertaining five
day London break based at the
3* Clarendon Hotel in Blackheath
Village 8 miles from Trafalgar Square.
We explore the concept of the capital
as a tapestry of villages with visits
to each point of the compass. We
visit Hampstead & Kenwood House,
East London including the William
Morris Gallery and the Olympic
Park, Holland Park, the Design
Museum and Kensington Palace
and Royal Greenwich and Eltham
Palace both near the hotel.
Day One: Arrive for free time in
Royal Greenwich before checking in
at the hotel with time to relax before
a sociable 3-course, 3-choice dinner
with coffee is served in the hotel.
Day Two: North
After breakfast depart the hotel at
9.30am with the Blue Badge guide.
Today we explore North London
with visits to select and opulent
Hampstead and Kenwood House.
The day includes 1-course lunch
with coffee at a London village pub.
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Day Three: East
With the Blue Badge guide visit the
East End, the William Morris Gallery
and enjoy a 2-course lunch & coffee
in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
where we visit the Velodrome and
the London Aquatic Centre.
Day Four: West
The Royal Borough of Kensington,
& Chelsea today with the Blue Badge
guide. Includes visits to Holland Park,
Chelsea and Kensington Palace for
the Diana and Victoria exhibitions
and free time in Kensington for lunch
with the opportunity to visit the
Design Museum in its new home.
Day Five: Royal Greenwich
Check out time is 11am.
Visit Eltham Palace - the Art Deco
mansion that textiles millionaire
Stephen Courtauld built onto the
childhood home of Henry VIII
before making tracks for home
at a time to suit you.
Ask for a coach inclusive price or
how to gain free places if we book
your favourite coach company.

5 days
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 nights DBB at the 3* Clarendon Hotel
3-course, 3-choice dinner every night
Cooked & continental breakfasts
10 single rooms free of supplement
Three days with a Blue Badge guide
All entrance fees
Lunches on days two and three
Free place for the Group Organiser
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
100% Passenger Payment Protection
Free GTO Liability Insurance

£398pp
Available throughout the year & into 2019

THE HOTEL
The 3* Clarendon Hotel occupies a row of
eighteenth century residences with 20th
century additions to the rear of the hotel.
The hotel consists of 175 rooms with views
of Blackheath or the secluded, walled garden
to the rear, which is open to residents. The
Clarendon Hotel has been independently
owned by the same family for over 40
years. The housekeeping is impeccable.

The Big Smoke (at a little price)
This is a super value five-day
London break based at the lovely
3* Clarendon Hotel on Blackheath
next to Royal Greenwich and just
8 miles from Trafalgar Square.
Enjoy the best of the capital with an
entertaining series of themed days.
Day One: Meet the Blue Badge guide
in the shadow of Big Ben at midday
for a Thames Cruise Westminster
to Royal Greenwich. We’ll break for
some free time in Greenwich for
lunch before we check in at 4.00pm.
There is time to settle in, relax
and freshen up before a 3-course,
3-choice dinner is served at the hotel.
Day Two: Pomp & Ceremony
Depart hotel 9.30am with the
Blue Badge guide. See the Changing
of the Queen’s Life Guard, visit
the Household Cavalry Museum,
explore Whitehall and Downing
Street and enjoy an in depth guided
tour of Westminster Abbey. Dinner
choice is up to you this evening; the
hotel has a restaurant and elegant
Blackheath Village on your doorstep
has many pubs and restaurants.

5 days

Day Three: The City of Culture
Enjoy the Culture Capital of the
Word with The British Museum
and National Gallery, the famous
Borough Farmers Market, and, if
you’re game for it, take in a bit of
modern art at Tate Modern. Opt to
spend an evening in the West End
with a hotel carvery and selected
West End show for an additional
fee of just £49pp.
Day Four: Law & Disorder
Today the theme is all things legal
and illegal! Your Blue Badge guide
will trace the history, traditions and
peculiar practices of English Law with
visits to Inner and Middle Temple
and the Royal Courts of Justice in the
Strand. After free time for lunch, we
head East to explore the Sinister side
of London with tales of Jack the
Ripper, the Secrets of Scotland Yard
and the thrilling story of crime and
punishment through the ages.
Day Five: Royal Greenwich
Check out time is 11am. Enjoy some
free time in Royal Greenwich and
the Royal Park today before making
tracks for home at a time to suit you.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 nights B&B 3* Clarendon Hotel
Executive coaching throughout
3 Course dinner first & final night
10 Single rooms free of supplement
Four days with a Blue Badge guide
River Cruise & all entrance fees
Free place for Group Organiser
Free driver half board & 24 hr parking
100% Passenger Payment Protection
Free GTO Liability Insurance

Add a West End Theatre Ticket ask for details of available shows

£495pp includes coaching
Available throughout the year

THE HOTEL
The 3* Clarendon Hotel is comprised of a
row of eighteenth century residences with
commanding views across Blackheath to
Royal Greenwich Park with 20th century
additions to the rear of the hotel. The hotel
has 175 rooms and has been independently
owned by the same family for over 40 years.
The housekeeping is impeccable and the
staff really care about your comfort.

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Taking a group to Warners in 2018 or 2019?
If you are booking your own holiday at a Warners hotel in 2018 you can add a day out or
two with a top notch City & Village Tours Blue Badge guide.
We have a good choice of entertaining day trips ideal for Warner Holiday resorts.
Our Blue Badge Guide will meet you at your Warner’s resort after breakfast to take you
on an entertaining day out and have you back in time for a wash & brush up before dinner.
If your driver isn’t staying with you at Warner’s we can provide both guide & coach.
Full itineraries can be found at www.cityandvillagetours.com/Warners
And don’t worry if you aren’t a computer buff. Just call us with the name of your resort
and we’ll send you a whole bunch of ideas to make the most of your group holiday.

Day Trip Examples:
Staying at Cricket St Thomas, Somerset
• A Day in Dorset
• The Jurassic Coast
• Lorna Doone Country - the Exmoor National Park

Staying at Holme Lacy House Hotel, Hereford
• Ship Shape & Bristol Fashion
• Wye Valley Cruise & The Royal Forest of Dean

Staying at Nidd Hall Hotel, Harrogate
• The Yorkshire Dales
info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Day Trip Booking Terms & Conditions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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All descriptions of tours included in this brochure are correct
at the time of publication but we reserve the right to alter any
tour description should this prove necessary, for example if a
museum or attraction changes its plans.
We make every attempt to operate tours as described in this
brochure. Occasionally it is may be necessary to alter the
order and/or content of the itinerary.
In the event of the closure of an attraction or the suspension
of a train or boat service on the day of your visit, we will make
every effort to arrange an alternative visit. Where admission
charges or fares have been included in your tour price, all such
monies will be refunded in full or used to pay for an alternative
visit subject to the full agreement of the group leader.
City & Village Tours Limited will not be held liable for any
changes to the itinerary resulting from the late arrival of a
coach. If as a consequence of such the itinerary has to be
shortened, no refunds will be made. If the late arrival of a
coach makes it impractical or impossible to visit a scheduled
attraction or partake in a train ride or boat cruise etc we
will make a full refund of that part of the tour payment if we
ourselves are able to obtain a refund.
City & Village Tours Limited will not be held liable for
changes to or omissions from an itinerary resulting from
the breakdown of a coach, boat, British Airways i360, the
Thames Cable Car or a train etc.
The coach hired by the customer must have one deck only and
have a microphone and public address system in good working
order. There must be a reserved front seat for the guide. If any
of these conditions are not met we reserve the right to refuse
commentary on the coach. No refunds will be made.
All prices are based on known costs at time of publication
and are valid to 31 March 2019 unless otherwise stated.
We reserve the right to alter prices where necessary.

0208 692 1133

8.

If you have a complaint, please advise our guide immediately.
If the matter cannot be put right at the time you must notify
us in writing within 14 days. City & Village Tours Limited books
food and drink stops on your behalf. Complaints regarding
such stops must be notified to the venue management at
the time of the incident. City & Village Tours Limited cannot
accept any liability for complaints arising from food or drink
stops, if they have not been raised with the venue at the time
of your visit to afford an opportunity to put matters right.
9. Prices in this brochure are inclusive of VAT charged under
the Tour Operators’ Margin Scheme
10. The prices in this brochure are based on a minimum of 30
people per booking/tour guide unless otherwise stated. If you
have fewer than 30 people in your group you will still have to
pay for a minimum of 30 people. The maximum group size is
57 people per tour guide. Single deck coaches only please a non-negotiable supplement of £6.00 per person is levied if
you arrive in a double deck coach or with more than 57 people.
This charge must be paid before the tour can commence.
11. When booking theatre tickets, you will be sent a voucher
to be exchanged at the theatre box office on the day of the
performance for your tickets. It is your responsibility to
arrive in good time to collect tickets. No refunds will be given
for missed performances, either due to the late arrival of
the customer or for any other reason. Theatre address and
performance times will be printed on your voucher.
All prices for day trips & SleepOvers include VAT charged under the
Tour Operators Margin Scheme. All prices in this brochure are valid
until 31 March 2019 unless otherwise stated.

THE BACK CATALOGUE

SleepOver Booking Terms & Conditions
To save you reaching for your magnifying glass, these are abridged
Terms & Conditions. Full SleepOver Booking Terms and Conditions
will be supplied upon enquiry and are also available on our website.

100% Passenger Payment Protection
City & Village Tours is a company trading since 1988. We are
committed to customer satisfaction and consumer financial
protection. At no extra cost to you and in accordance with The
Package Travel, Package Tours Regulations 1992 all passengers
booking holidays with City & Village Tours are fully insured for the
initial deposits and subsequently the balance of monies detailed in
your booking confirmation. The policy also includes repatriation if
required arising from the cancellation or curtailment of your travel
arrangements due to the insolvency of City & Village Tours Limited.
This insurance has been arranged by Towergate Chapman Stevens
through Zurich Insurance PLC.
Group Travel Organisers Liability
Every group organiser booking a SleepOver holiday package
with City & Village Tours Ltd benefits from free Group Travel
Organisers Liability insurance arranged by Towergate Chapman
Stevens through ETI International Travel Protection which
indemnifies the person who is identified to City & Village Tours Ltd
as the Group Travel Organiser who arranged the SleepOver holiday
and is responsible for its administration and operation directly with
City & Village Tours Ltd. A full copy of the terms and conditions of
this insurance cover will be provided upon booking.
Booking Deposits & Holiday Payments
1. Group Reservation Deposit: If you book more than 120 days
before the departure date you can make an initial group
reservation with a £100 deposit which will remain refundable in
full until 120 days before the departure date. If you do not wish
to proceed with the booking please inform us in writing and your
initial group reservation deposit will be refunded in full.
2. 120 Days Before Departure - Payment of Individual Deposits:
120 days before the departure date to proceed with the booking
we ask for one completed booking form and deposits of £50 per
person for SleepOvers up to £300 per person in value and £100
per person for SleepOvers over £300 per person. If any individual
cancels between now and 60 days before the holiday when the
balance falls due we will refund the deposit less an admin charge
of £5pp so long as 25 people remain on the booking.
3. 60 Days Before Departure - Paying the balance: The final
balance for each participant is due no later than 60 days before the
starting date of the tour. Late comers are welcome after this time
subject to availability and receipt of payment in full. Bookings made
less than 60 days before departure date are welcome subject to
availability and the full payment is payable at the time of booking.
4. 59-8 Days Before Departure - Cancellations
Some refunds within this period may be available and are limited
to admission fees, boat and train fares and day trip lunches. No
theatre tickets can be refunded less than 42 days before the date.
5. Cancellations less Than 7 Days Before Departure Date:
No refunds are available.
Rooming Lists & Final Names
The rooming list will be required with final payment but names and
tour payments are transferable between individuals right up to the
date of departure subject to an admin fee of £25 per amendment.
How You Can Pay For Your SleepOver
We will accept payment by cheque, credit card and debit card.
Payments by credit card will be subject to a charge of 3%. There is
no charge for payment by debit card, cheque or for BACS payment.
SleepOver Pricing Policy
We reserve the right to increase or decrease prices that are listed
in our brochures, mini-brochures, website or in any other
marketing materials due to error or an increase in costs, including,
but not limited to, transportation costs, fuel surcharges, admission
fees, boat and train fares, theatre ticketing etc. We agree to absorb
any increases in prices equivalent to 2% of the SleepOver price.
Should it become necessary to apply a surcharge to the cost of your
holiday we will notify you in writing no less than 30 days before
the departure date. Should the surcharge exceed 10% of the value
of your SleepOver you will have up to 14 days from the issue of the
surcharge to cancel your SleepOver and receive a full refund.
Should an increase in our costs occur within 30 days of the

PRICES VALID TO 31st MARCH 2019

departure date we undertake to absorb the full cost of such an
increase and in return for this undertaking we make clear that no
refunds will be made in the event of a decrease in costs at anytime
before or during your SleepOver.
Complaints: The client is obliged to make the issue known to the
supplier and/or guide immediately. If the matter cannot be put right
at the time you must contact City & Village Tours on the office
number or the emergency contact number supplied with your final
confirmation immediately or within one hour so that we have an
opportunity to resolve the matter for you. Any further complaints
after the tour has finished need to be submitted in writing to City
& Village Tours within 72 hours of the tours completion in order for
them to be addressed. Suppliers may not consider issues not raised
at the time of the tour.
Insurance: Personal holiday insurance is not a requirement of
booking a UK SleepOver with us and is left to individual discretion,
arrangement and cost. We can, upon request, provide you with
information about companies offering an insurance policy to cover
the cost of cancellation by group members or the cost of assistance,
including emergency repatriation, in the event of illness which the
consumer may, if he wishes, take out in respect of the risk of those
costs being incurred.
Overnight Coach Parking: will be booked by City & Village Tours
and is included in the tour package and details will be passed onto
your coach driver. This may not be on site and it is your coach driver’s
responsibility to make his own way to and from the coach park
or parking are and cover costs accordingly.
Food & Beverages Not Included: Any extras such as food and
beverages not described as included in your holiday will need to
be paid for by the customer at the time of consumption.
Alterations and Cancellations by us:
Occasionally we may have to make minor changes to your holiday
arrangements. Sometimes it may be necessary to make a significant
change. We deem significant as (but not limited to) a change of
accommodation to that of a lower category, a change in hotel
location more than 50 miles from the original location, a change in
outward departure time of more than12 hours or an increase in
price of more than 10%. If we have to make a significant change to
your holiday we’ll notify you as soon as possible. If there’s time to do
so before departure you will be given the following options:
• Accepting the changed arrangements
• Taking a suitable alternative holiday (if available)
• Receiving a full refund of all monies paid to us.
Should the new holiday be more expensive than your original one
there will be no extra charge. Should the substitute holiday be of a
lower value the price difference will be refunded. Our liability for
significant changes is limited to the above and we are unable to offer
any expenses, costs or losses you may incur as a result of a
cancellation but we will offer compensation of 5% of the tour price.
No compensation is payable for minor changes or where we cancel
or make a significant change before the date the balance of your
holiday cost is due or for reasons beyond our control (Force
Majeure). Minor changes such as an adjustment in timings for a
day trip do not entitle you to cancel or change to another holiday
without paying our normal cancellation charges.
If You Wish To Change Your Booking you must request the change
in writing as soon as possible. We cannot guarantee that such
requests will be met and an amendment fee of £25 per person may
be levied as well as any costs incurred by ourselves or our suppliers.
Force Majeure: We cannot be held responsible for any problems
encountered on the tour as a result of Force Majeure, including, but
not limited to: war, terrorism, epidemic, government order, weather
issues, disaster, strike, civil disorder, problems with transport
facilities or any other issue which may make it illegal or unsafe to
provide the tours described. We are unable to make any refunds,
pay compensation or meet any costs or expenses you might incur
as a result of an ‘Force Majeure’.
Jurisdiction: All contracts shall be governed and construed in
accordance with the laws of England and Wales and the sole
jurisdiction of the English Courts. City & Village Tours is registered
in England: Company Number 4369991. Registered Office:
California Building, Deals Gateway, London, SE13 7SB

info@cityandvillagetours.com
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Free colour posters for day trips
and 4 page mini-brochures for
SleepOvers to help you promote
your trips in 2018 & 2019.

City & Village Tours
California Building
Deals Gateway
London SE13 7SB
Tel: 0208 692 1133
Email: info@cityandvillagetours.com
Web: www.cityandvillagetours.com
Facebook: facebook.com/cityandvillagetours
Registered Office: California Building, Deals Gateway, London SE13 7SB
Company Number: 4369991 (England & Wales) VAT No: 799 1638 64

